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SUSTAINABILITY AND DOING THINGS
PROPERLY ARE TWO SIDES OF THE SAME COIN
At ID® we are known for delivering high quality. It is very important to us that we do
things properly. Quality craftsmanship, keeping our promises and treating others with
respect. This has proven to be a good path and the result has become high quality at
every step – something both we and our customers are very satisfied with.
We have watched the industry develop over 30 years. We have also developed and
adapted – but always in line with our values. This has proven to work in the long term,
even in a changeable world.
When consumers began to expect more ethical and environmentally friendly production,
this meant new conditions and major changes for many textile companies. At ID®, we
simply continued on the path we had already taken. If you do things properly, you are well
on your way to sustainability. We are therefore able to document consideration for people
and the environment through a number of certifications – and as you can read on page
12, we are not stopping there.
You can call it doing things properly, or quality. We are proud to be able to deliver welldesigned and durable products – precisely when and where our customers need them.
Welcome to ID® Identity.

DANISH QUALITY IN
AN INTERNATIONAL
FORMAT

Whatever you need
you will find it
right here!
T-SHIRTS

Single jersey, interlock,
1x1 rib stretch

p. 32-67

PRO WEAR

T-shirts, polo shirts,
sweatshirts

p. 16-31

POLO SHIRTS
Piqué, stretch

p. 68-81

SWEAT / KNIT

Sweatshirts, shorts, vests,
sweatpants, cardigans, knit

p. 82-119
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SHIRTS

FLEECE

Business, casual, café,
workershirts

Jakckets, cardigans,
vests, knit fleece

p. 120-139

p. 140-155

OUTERWEAR
Jackets, vests,
trousers

p. 156-199

SPORT

GEYSER,
Sport Active

p. 206-243

BAGS

REFLECTIVE AND
SAFETY CLOTHING
EN ISO 20471-,
EN 1150-products

Sports bags,
backpacks,
laptop bags,
shopping bags

p. 200-205

p. 244-257

ACCESSORIES

p. 258-269
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Caps, hats, gloves,
socks,
towels, ponchos,
plaids, aprons
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ID® Direct

Total package matched
to your corporate brand
ID® Direct has supplied international companies with complete profile clothing
packages for many years. Solutions designed to strengthen the customer’s corporate
brand, and implemented in a way that satisfies the highest expectations of quality,
responsibility and logistics.
The right skills
ID® Direct is backed by a team of experienced designers, purchasers and quality
and logistics people hand-picked to meet the requirements of your project. Our
experienced specialists listen carefully and offer professional consultation on all
aspects of the development process. The result is a package which is matched to
your needs at every step.
Your own unique design
We are happy to provide custom solutions – even on a large scale. For example, a
project might involve specially designed profile clothing for various departments,
countries or employee groups. Or you might need customised logistics, with special
warehouse solutions and delivery to multiple locations around the world.
Partnership with security
As an ID® Direct customer you get access to attractive purchasing options from our
network of producers. This is your security that your products are purchased with
a focus on cost-effectiveness and social and environmental responsibility. All our
products are covered by high ethical and environmental requirements, and we are
happy to answer any questions about certifications or the like.
Are you looking for a professional solution to your profile clothing needs?
Let ID® Direct create the right package for you.

ID® Service
It doesn’t get any easier – one stop shopping
ID® Service is our post-processing department for profile clothing.
Based on our resolve to be an attractive partner, we have the
necessary equipment to offer application of transfers, badges,
chips, bar codes and other decorations applied using heat.

ID® IDENTITY
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and
+ Production

logistics planned
jointly with you

+ Specially designed
products
production
+ Same

flow as standard
products

+ Countless
combination
options

reliable
+ Same

delivery

+ Idea development
jointly with you
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Warehouse services

Welcome
to stay the night
As an ID® dealer or end user, you can enter into an attractive agreement with
us to use our professional logistics system and warehouse capacity. Simply
lease the number of square metres of floor space you need on a monthly
basis, and you decide what to store there. You can even store products not
purchased from ID®.

+ Everything is shipped within 24 hours
+ Electronic processing
+ Easy tracking for your products
+ Always several control points

ID® delivery reliability
Your clothing is on its way within 24 hours
We have developed a strong logistics system which
processes orders with great precision, and ships all orders
within Europe within 24 hours. Everything is processed
electronically, so once you have entered your order, all data
is sent through the system directly to the employee who packs
the goods. Security within the system is also supported by
numerous control points at every step of order processing.
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Online

Remember
to log in
to our website
+ User-friendly webshop
+ Your orders
+ Stock
+ Colours, sizes and range
+ Campaigns and free download of images for use
in your own marketing
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CSR flows from action,
not words
CSR is about taking responsibility for a company’s impacts on people and the
environment. In a new partnership with Bureau Veritas ID® has taken CSR to a new
level.
Our company was founded more than three decades ago. People did not talk about
CSR back then, but from the beginning we knew we wanted to be a supplier that
did things properly – and hence responsibly – irrespective of where in the world our
goods were produced.
This approach has given us a reputation as one of the best in the industry at
delivering high quality, well-designed and durable products. And we will continue to
do so. In our experience there are always customers who understand the value of
quality – and one of these is sustainability. A good product which lasts a long time is
far more ethical and environmentally friendly than a throw away product. This makes
our contribution to sustainability very concrete and effective, as it is integrated into
everything we do – every day.
Raising the bar with Bureau Veritas
ID® has attained OEKO-TEX® certification, and has been a member of BSCI for many
years. ID® also works with CSR based on the 10 principles in the UN global compact,
which promote human rights, the environment and anticorruption.
Yet we wanted to add something more which could further raise our standards for
quality, environment and ethical considerations. We therefore initiated a partnership
with Bureau Veritas in 2015. This has led to a revised version of our quality manual,
which includes input from the Danish Technological Institute. This manual is not
a declaration of intent, but a tool which has already been put to use. It is divided
into seven sections containing specific requirements for suppliers’ processes and
the products they deliver to us. Each section contains detailed but comprehensible

OEKO-TEX®
OEKO-TEX® guarantees ’healthy’ clothes
The OEKO-TEX® certification guarantees that clothing contains no
harmful substances. Clothing carrying the OEKO-TEX® label meets
requirements for pH value and levels of harmful substances, such as
pesticides and heavy metals. ID® offers a large selection of OEKO-TEX®
labelled products.

ID® IDENTITY
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follow-up tools, which are significantly improving our efforts. The manual is targeted
at the people who have to work within this framework. We were determined to give
our business partners a practical tool. One that set reasonable requirements for their
efforts, and was realistic to implement. Ultimately it is only the intentions which are
translated into action that count!
More audits – better documentation
The total number of visits to our partners from third party organisations has more
than doubled in just two years. This has had a positive effect on the factories’
performance, and since BSCI adjusts follow-up initiatives to match the need, these
have been correspondingly reduced. However, our partnership with Bureau Veritas
ensures that we continue to maintain and retain our follow-up, so that the BSCI Code
of Conduct is observed. The new manual is supplemented by even more audits at
our partners’ factories, in which Bureau Veritas participates. This ensures detailed
control, better follow-up and more thorough and current documentation. We have
also incorporated more stringent requirements on the use of various chemicals
and cleaner technology in production processes – known as BAT (Best Available
Techniques).

BUREAU VERITAS
The Bureau Veritas group is one of today’s largest companies
in the world within inspection, classification, counciling and
certification. They supply services of high quality to help their
customers comply with the increasing demands on quality,
safety, environmental protection and social responsibility.

BSCI
ID® is a member of BSCI. BSCI (Business Social Compliance
Initiative) is a network of 750 European companies which has
formulated a set of common ethical principles for purchasing
and production in non-EU countries. This means production
where there is no child labour, forced labour or any form of
discrimination, the guarantee of a safe working environment
and reasonable wages and working hours. The rules also
carefully consider the environment.
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Code of Conduct

ID® 10 Principles
ID® takes its responsibility as a clothing manufacturer seriously. We have therefore formulated a ‘Code of Conduct’ that states exactly what we require of our
suppliers and partners. You can have a clear conscience when you do business
with us – and when dealing with your customers you can confidently recommend our products as ethically responsible. Based on the UN Global Compact.

Working hours and rest
ID® will comply with applicable national laws and
industry standards regarding working hours,
overtime, rest days and public holidays.

Child labour
ID® will support the
effective abolition of
child labour.

Wage and employment conditions
ID® will support abolition of
discrimination in relation to wage
and employment conditions.

Human rights
ID® will support and respect the
protection of internationally
proclaimed human rights.

Discrimination
ID® will make sure that they
are not complicit in human
rights abuses.

Forced labour
ID® will support the abolition
of all forms of forced and
compulsory labour.

Anti-corruption
ID® will work against corruption
in all its forms, including
extortion and bribery.
Working environment
ID® will ensure there is a safe and
healthy working environment and
prevent potential accidents and injury.

Environmental impact
ID® will support a precautionary
approach to environmental challenges
and undertake initiatives to promote
greater environmental responsibility.

ID® IDENTITY
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Freedom of association
ID® will uphold the freedom
of association and the
effective recognition of the
right to collective bargaining.
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Partners
in Bangladesh
Responsible textile production is not about geography. We began production
in countries like Bangladesh in the 80s, and have continually developed our
collaboration with our partners there. The close dialogue and mutual loyalty
has made it possible to implement very high requirements in relation to quality,
the environment and working conditions.
From the beginning ID® has only had production at factories we have
personally visited. In 2006 we went one step further and established an office
in Dhaka, Bangladesh, so we could be present at our producers’ on a weekly
basis. This gives us a detailed knowledge of the factories’ working conditions
and quality level, and strengthens relationships with our partners.
Our other suppliers work in line with the same directions as our partners
in Bangladesh. They have also received the quality manual and signed the
requirements in the seven sections. This entails sending us inspection reports,
conducting BSCI audits and being visited by Bureau Veritas, among other
initiatives.
We have a clear and constant focus on CSR and quality. We strive to always be
one step ahead of our customers’ requirements and expectations – and never
deviate from our own principle of doing things properly.
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USE IT OFTEN –
USE IT WELL

PRO WEAR
Hard work demands clothing which is designed for movement and
wear. PRO wear is the answer for employees who are active in their
work, and need clothing which simply lasts, day in and day out.
PRO wear is available in many sizes and versions, and all products
are designed for movement, so they are comfortable to wear in any
working position. The clothing is also pre-shrunk, so you can always
rely on the fit.
It can handle daily washing at temperatures up to 80°C for whites,
while colours can be washed at 60°C.

PRO WEAR
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White

Grey
Silver grey Charcoal
melange

Red

Bordeaux

Orange

Yellow

Lime

Bottle
green

Purple

Light blue

White

Red

Lime

Purple

Azure

Royal blue

Navy

Black

Light blue

Azure

Navy

Black

Grey
melange

Blue
melange

Blue
melange

NO.

NO.

0300

0312

Features all the popular T-TIME details, such as
four-layer neck ribbing, neck and shoulder bands
and half moon at neck. The T-shirt has been preshrunk at very high temperatures, both before and
after dyeing, for extra stability and long life.

Extra durable T-shirt with round neck and side
slit. The T-shirt has been pre-shrunk at very
high temperatures, both before and after dyeing,
for extra stability and long life. Slightly shaped.

60 % cotton / 40 % polyester
210-220 g
XS - S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL - 5XL - 6XL
XS only in white, silver grey, navy and black
PRO wear

60 % cotton / 40 % polyester
210-220 g
XS - S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL - 5XL - 6XL
PRO wear

PRO WEAR T-SHIRT

PRO WEAR T-SHIRT

ISO 15797

ISO 15797

White

Silver grey

Red

Bottle
green

Navy

Black

NO.

0302

White

Navy

NO.

0310

PRO WEAR T-SHIRT | CONTRAST

PRO WEAR T-SHIRT | LIGHT

Extra durable two-coloured T-shirt. Features all the
popular T-TIME details, such as four-layer neck
ribbing, neck and shoulder bands and halfmoon at
neck. The T-shirt has been pre-shrunk at very high
temperatures, both before and after dyeing,
for extra stability and long life.

Extra durable T-shirt in a lighter fabric. Features all
the popular T-TIME details, such as four-layer neck
ribbing, neck and shoulder bands and half moon at
neck. The T-shirt has been pre-shrunk at very high
temperatures, both before and after dyeing, for extra
stability and long life.

60 % cotton / 40 % polyester
210-220 g
XS - S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL - 5XL - 6XL
PRO wear

50 % cotton / 50 % polyester
175 g
XS - S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL - 5XL - 6XL
PRO wear

ISO 15797

ISO 15797

PRO WEAR
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White

Red

Light blue

Navy

Black

NO.

0313
PRO WEAR T-SHIRT | 3/4 SLEEVED
Extra durable T-shirt with 3/4-length sleeves, round
neck and side slit. The T-shirt has been pre-shrunk at
very high temperatures, both before and after dyeing,
for extra stability and long life. Slightly shaped.
60 % cotton / 40 % polyester
210-220 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL - 5XL - 6XL
PRO wear

ISO 15797

White

Grey
melange

Navy

NO.

Black

Red

Light blue

Navy

NO.

0311

0332

PRO WEAR T-SHIRT | LONG-SLEEVED

PRO WEAR T-SHIRT | STRIPED

Extra durable T-shirt with long sleeves, four-layer
neck ribbing, neck and shoulder bands and half
moon at neck. The T-shirt has been pre-shrunk
at very high temperatures, both before and after
dyeing, for extra stability and long life. Ribbing at
sleeve edges.

Extra durable T-shirt with round neck and side slit.
Yarn-dyed stripes. The T-shirt has been pre-shrunk
at very high temperatures for extra stability and long
life. Slightly shaped.

60 % cotton / 40 % polyester
210-220 g
XS - S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL - 5XL - 6XL
XS only in white and navy
PRO wear

60 % cotton / 40 % polyester
210-220 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL - 5XL - 6XL
PRO wear

ISO 15797

ID® IDENTITY
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White

Grey
melange

Charcoal

Red

Bordeaux

Orange

Yellow

Lime

Bottle
green

Purple

Light blue

Azure

Royal blue

Navy

Black

Silver grey

Blue
melange

NO.

0320
PRO WEAR POLO SHIRT | POCKET
Extra durable and classic polo shirt with chest
pocket. Neck and shoulder bands. Half moon
at neck. The polo shirt has been pre-shrunk at
very high temperatures, both before and after
dyeing, for extra stability and long life.
50 % cotton / 50 % polyester
210-220 g
2XS - XS - S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL - 5XL - 6XL.
2XS only in white
PRO wear
ISO 15797

White

Grey
melange

Charcoal

Red

Bordeaux

Orange

Yellow

Lime

Bottle
green

Purple

Light blue

Azure

Royal blue

Navy

Black

Silver grey

Blue
melange

NO.

0321
PRO WEAR POLO SHIRT
Extra durable and classic polo shirt. Neck and
shoulder bands and halfmoon at neck. The shirt
has been pre-shrunk at very high temperatures,
both before and after dyeing, for extra stability
and long life. Slightly shaped.
50 % cotton / 50 % polyester
210-220 g
XS - S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL
PRO wear
ISO 15797

PRO WEAR
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CONTRASTS

White

Royal blue

Silver grey Charcoal

Navy

Red

Black

NO.

White

Silver grey

Navy

Black

Red

Bottle
green

NO.

0324

0322

PRO WEAR POLO SHIRT | NO POCKET

PRO WEAR POLO SHIRT | CONTRAST

Extra durable and classic polo shirt without chest
pocket. Neck and shoulder bands. Halfmoon at
neck. The polo shirt has been pre-shrunk at very
high temperatures, both before and after dyeing,
for extra stability and long life.

Extra durable two-coloured polo shirt. Neck and
shoulder bands and halfmoon at neck. The polo
shirt has been pre-shrunk at very high temperatures,
both before and after dyeing, for extra stability
and long life.

50 % cotton / 50 % polyester
210-220 g
XS - S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL - 5XL - 6XL
PRO wear

50 % cotton / 50 % polyester
210-220 g
XS - S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL - 5XL - 6XL
PRO wear

ISO 15797

ID® IDENTITY
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REMEMBER:
PRO wear can handle daily
washing at temperatures up to
80°C for whites, while colours can
be washed at 60°C.
o

o

60

White

Grey
melange

Navy

80

Black

NO.

0326

PRO WEAR POLO SHIRT | POCKET
Extra durable polo shirt with long sleeves. Chest
pocket, neck and shoulder band and halfmoon
at neck. The polo shirt has been pre-shrunk at very
high temperatures, both before and after dyeing,
for extra stability and long life.

50 % cotton / 50 % polyester
210-220 g
XS - S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL - 5XL - 6XL
5XL + 6XL only in black and white
PRO wear
ISO 15797

White

Red

White

Navy

NO.

Red

Royal blue

Navy

NO.

0336

0330

Extra durable long-sleeved polo shirt with press
studs on the placket closure. Neck and shoulder
bands and halfmoon at the neck. The polo shirt
has been pre-shrunk at very high temperatures,
both before and after dyeing, for extra stability
and long life.

Extra durable polo shirt with press studs on the
placket. Neck and shoulder bands and halfmoon
at neck. The polo shirt has been pre-shrunk at
very high temperatures, both before and after
dyeing, for extra stability and long life.

50 % cotton / 50 % polyester
210-220 g
XS - S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL - 5XL - 6XL
PRO wear

50 % cotton / 50 % polyester
210-220 g
XS - S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL - 5XL - 6XL
PRO wear

PRO WEAR POLO SHIRT | PRESS STUDS

ISO 15797

ID® IDENTITY
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White

Bordeaux Light blue

Azure

Navy

NO.

0328
PRO WEAR POLO SHIRT | PIPING
Durable polo shirt with contrast piping at shoulders
and sides. Neck and shoulder band and half-moon at
neck. The polo shirt has been pre-shrunk at very high
temperatures, before and after dyeing, for extra stability and a long lifetime.
50 % cotton / 50 % polyester
210-220 g.
XS - S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL - 5XL - 6XL
PRO wear

ISO 15797

White

Bordeaux Light blue

Azure

Navy

NO.

0329
PRO WEAR POLO SHIRT | PIPING
Durable polo shirt with contrast piping at shoulders
and sides. Neck and shoulder band and half-moon at
neck. The polo shirt has been pre-shrunk at very high
temperatures, before and after dyeing, for extra stability and a long lifetime. Slightly shaped.
50 % cotton / 50 % polyester
210-220 g
XS - S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL - 5XL - 6XL
PRO wear

ISO 15797

ID® IDENTITY
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EXTRA DURABLE
Our PRO wear sweatshirt with contrast is a highly
durable two-colour sweatshirt. The sweatshirt has undergone a pre-shrinking process at high temperatures,
before and after dyeing, to ensure extra stability and a
long product lifetime.
See more sweatshirts from page 82

White

Silver grey

Navy

Black

Red

Bottle
green

NO.

White

Royal blue

Silver grey Charcoal

Navy

Red

Black

NO.

0362

0360

PRO WEAR SWEATSHIRT | CONTRAST

PRO WEAR CLASSIC SWEATSHIRT

Extra durable two-coloured sweatshirt with round
neck. Double stitching and ribbing on collar, sleeves
and at the bottom. Soft, brushed inner fabric.
The sweatshirt has been pre-shrunk at very high
temperatures, both before and after dyeing,
for extra stability and long life.

Extra durable sweatshirt. Classic model with round
neck. Double stitching and ribbing on collar, sleeves
and at the bottom. Soft, brushed inner fabric. The shirt
has been pre-shrunk at very high temperatures, both
before and after dyeing, for extra stability and long life.

70 % cotton / 30 % polyester
290 g
XS - S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL - 5XL - 6XL
PRO wear

70 % cotton / 30 % polyester
290 g
XS - S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL - 5XL - 6XL
PRO wear

ISO 15797

ISO 15797

PRO WEAR
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THE WARDROBE
STARTS HERE –
WITH THE T-SHIRT

T-SHIRTS
At ID® a T-shirt is not just a T-shirt. With a T-shirt from ID® you
get quality and a wealth of colours, models and fabrics. Our 30
years’ experience ensures you get a product with high durability,
good colour fastness and a comfortable fit, which keeps its promises.
You will find a broad range of fabrics and products at various price
levels, depending on what the clothing will be used for. So whether
you need T-shirts for a campaign, work, leisure or sport, you are
sure to find exactly the quality and functions you are looking for.

T-SHIRTS
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White

Charcoal
melange

Blue
melange

Black

Grey
melange

NO.

0540
ROUND NECK T-SHIRT
Fitted T-shirt with a casual design. Perfectly cut round
neck with a narrow ribbed neck and sleeves and cool
stitching details at the armholes and hem.
100 % cotton
Charcoal mel./blue mel.: 60 % cotton / 40 % polyester
Grey melange: 90 % cotton / 10 % viscose
Black/white: 100 % cotton
160 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL

ID® IDENTITY
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White

Charcoal
melange

Blue
melange

Black

Grey
melange

NO.

0541
ROUND NECK T-SHIRT
T-shirt with a casual design. Perfectly cut round neck
with a narrow ribbed neck and sleeves and cool stitching details at the armholes and hem.
100 % cotton
Charcoal mel./blue mel.: 60 % cotton / 40 % polyester
Grey melange: 90 % cotton / 10 % viscose
Black/white: 100 % cotton
160 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL

T-SHIRTS
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White

Charcoal
melange

Blue
melange

Black

Grey
melange

NO.

0542
V-NECK T-SHIRT
Fitted T-shirt with a casual design. Perfectly cut V-neck
with a narrow ribbed neck and sleeves and cool stitching details at the armholes and hem.
100 % cotton
Charcoal mel./blue mel.: 60 % cotton / 40 % polyester
Grey melange: 90 % cotton / 10 % viscose
Black/white: 100 % cotton
160 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL

ID® IDENTITY
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White

Charcoal
melange

Blue
melange

Black

Grey
melange

NO.

0543
V-NECK T-SHIRT
T-shirt with a casual design. Perfectly cut V-neck with
narrow ribbed neck and sleeves and cool stitching
details at the armholes and hem.
100 % cotton
Charcoal mel./blue mel.: 60 % cotton / 40 % polyester
Grey melange: 90 % cotton / 10 % viscose
Black/white: 100 % cotton
160 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL

T-SHIRTS
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0510 White

0510 Putty

0510 Sand

0510 Snow melange

0510 Grey melange

0510 Anthracite melange

0510 Charcoal

0510 Pink

0510 Red

0510 Bordeaux

0510 Orange

0510 Yellow

0510 Lime

0510 Green

0510 Olive

0510 Mocca

0510 Purple

0510 Light blue

0510 Turquoise

0510 Royal blue

0510 Indigo

0510 Navy

NO.

0510

T-TIME T-SHIRT

Classic T-shirt with round four-layer ribbing
in neck and neck and shoulder bands. Retains
its shape wash after wash.
100 % cotton
Melange: 90 % cotton/10 % viscose
175 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL - 5XL - 6XL
5XL + 6XL only in white, black, navy and royal blue
T-TIME

0510 Apple

White

Red

Turquoise

Navy

Bordeaux Light blue

Black

NO.

0512

T-TIME T-SHIRT

T-shirt with round narrow neck ribbing
and side slit. Slightly shaped.
100 % cotton
Melange: 90 % cotton / 10 % viscose
175 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL - 5XL - 6XL
5XL + 6XL only in white, black and navy
T-TIME

ID® IDENTITY
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White

Putty

Snow
melange

Charcoal

Pink

Red

Orange

Yellow

Apple

Lime

Green

Purple

Light blue Turquoise Royal blue

Navy

Black

NO.

40510
T-TIME T-SHIRT

The well-known T-TIME T-shirt
in children’s sizes. Classic T-shirt
with round four-layer ribbing in
neck and neck and shoulder bands.
Retains its shape wash after wash.
100 % cotton
Melange: 90 % cotton / 10 % viscose
175 g
2/3 - 4/6 - 8/10 - 12/14
T-TIME

T-SHIRTS
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T-TIME FACTS
T-TIME T-shirts are a sure choice, every time.
• 100 % top quality combed cotton
• Pre-shrunk stability
• Four-layer ribbing, preserving the neck shape
• Extra reinforced neck and shoulder band

White

Red

Lime

Azure

Navy

Black

Turquoise

NO.

0502
T-TIME T-SHIRT | SLIMLINE
T-shirt in a slimline model with narrow
ribbing and neck band.
100 % cotton
175 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
T-TIME

White

Red

Navy

Black

Light blue

Azure

NO.

0514
T-TIME T-SHIRT | V-NECK
T-shirt in a slimline model. V-neck
with narrow ribbing.
100 % cotton
175 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL
T-TIME

T-SHIRTS
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White

NO.

Anthracite
melange

Navy

0546
T-TIME T-SHIRT | TURTLENECK
Turtleneck T-shirt with long sleeves.
Extra elastic ribbing on turtle neck.
Ribbing at sleeve edges.
100 % cotton
Melange: 90 % cotton / 10 % viscose
200 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL
T-TIME

Navy

Black

NO.

0550

T-TIME T-SHIRT | CHEST POCKET
Extra durable T-shirt with chest pocket.
Four-layer ribbing at neck. With neck band.
Retains its shape wash after wash.

65 % polyester / 35 % cotton
190-200 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
T-TIME
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GAME FACTS
GAME is our wide range of basic
products for work, leisure and sport.
The clothing is always made from
good, durable fabrics with many extra
features.

White

Snow
melange

Grey
melange

Red

Yellow

Lime

Bottle
green

Purple

Light blue

Cyan

Royal blue

Navy

Black

NO.

0500
GAME T-SHIRT
Classic T-shirt with round neck, four-layer
ribbing and neck and shoulder bands.
Retains its shape wash after wash.
100 % cotton
Melange: 85 % cotton / 15 % viscose
160 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
GAME

White

Red

Yellow

Lime

Bottle
green

Purple

Light blue

Cyan

Royal blue

Navy

Black

NO.

40500
GAME T-SHIRT

The well-known GAME T-shirt in children’s sizes.
Classic T-shirt with round neck with four-layer ribbing
and neck and shoulder bands. Retains its shape wash
after wash.
100 % cotton
160 g
2/3 - 4/6 - 8/10 - 12/14
2/3 only in white
GAME

T-SHIRTS
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YES FACTS
YES is the series which combines quality
and price. Perfect for company open days,
campaigns and events.

White

Lime

Putty

Light blue Turquoise

Black

NO.

2000
YES T-SHIRT

Campaign T-shirt with round neck,
four-layer ribbing in neck and neck band.
100 % cotton
145-150 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
YES
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Orange

Navy
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White

Grey
melange

Lime

Purple

Azure

Indigo

Pink

Red

Light blue Turquoise

Navy

Black

NO.

0508
INTERLOCK T-SHIRT
Short-sleeved interlock T-shirt in soft
anti-pilling quality. Slightly shaped.
100 % cotton
Melange: 85 % cotton / 15% viscose
210-220 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL
4XL only in white and light blue
GAME

White

Grey
melange

Charcoal

Red

Lime

Green

Purple

Light blue

Turquoise

Azure

Indigo

Navy

Black

NO.

0517
INTERLOCK T-SHIRT
Short-sleeved interlock T-shirt in a soft
anti-pilling quality. Round neck and narrow
ribbing. Slimline model.
100 % cotton
Melange: 85 % cotton / 15% viscose
210-220 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
GAME

T-SHIRTS
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INTERLOCK FACTS
Our interlock products are knits with
double stitched quality. The result is an
elastic material which is smooth on both
sides and extra comfortable to wear.

White

Grey
melange

Red

Purple

Light
blue

Turquoise

Azure

Indigo

Navy

Black

NO.

0509

INTERLOCK T-SHIRT | LONG-SLEEVED
Long-sleeved interlock T-shirt in soft
anti-pilling quality. Slightly shaped.
100 % cotton
Melange: 85 % cotton / 15% viscose
210-220 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL
4XL only in white and light blue
GAME

White

Grey
melange

Charcoal

Red

Light blue

Azure

Indigo

Navy

Black

NO.

0518
INTERLOCK T-SHIRT | LONG-SLEEVED
Long-sleeved interlock T-shirt in a soft
anti-pilling quality. Round neck and narrow
ribbing. Slimline model.
100 % cotton
Melange: 85 % cotton / 15% viscose
210-220 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
GAME
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INTERLOCK FACTS
Our interlock products are knits with
double stitched quality. The result is an
elastic material which is smooth on both
sides and extra comfortable to wear.

White

Purple

Indigo

Pink

Red

Light blue Turquoise

Navy

Lime

Azure

Black

NO.

0506
INTERLOCK T-SHIRT | V-NECK
Short-sleeved interlock T-shirt with V-neck
in soft anti-pilling quality. Slightly shaped.
100 % cotton
210-220 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL
4XL only in white and light blue
GAME

T-SHIRTS
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1X1 RIB
Our T-shirts with a 1x1 ribbed neck
are comfortable to wear, and the extra
elasticity in the fabric ensures a good fit.

White

Grey
melange

Black

NO.

0504

1X1 RIB GRANDDAD T-SHIRT
1x1 rib long-sleeved T-shirt with tone-in-tone
buttons, round neck and narrow ribbing at neck.

100 % cotton
Melange: 85 % cotton / 15% viscose
210-220 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL
GAME

White

Grey
melange

NO.

Black

White

Grey
melange

Black

NO.

0538

0539

1X1 RIB T-SHIRT

1X1 RIB T-SHIRT

Short-sleeved 1x1 rib T-shirt in a slimline
model with round neck and narrow ribbing
at neck and on sleeves.

Short-sleeved 1x1 rib T-shirt in a slimline
model with round neck and narrow ribbing
at neck and on sleeves. Slightly shaped.

100 % cotton
Melange: 85 % cotton / 15% viscose
210-220 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
GAME

100 % cotton
Melange: 85 % cotton / 15% viscose
210-220 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
GAME

T-SHIRTS
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White

Black

NO.

0505
1X1 RIB SINGLET
1x1 rib singlet with deep neckline. Narrow
ribbing at neck and armholes. Slightly shaped.
100 % cotton
210-220 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL
GAME

White

Black

NO.

0501
1X1 RIB SINGLET
1x1 rib singlet with round neck. Narrow
ribbing in neck and armholes.
100 % cotton
210-220 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
GAME
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White

Coral

Cerise

Purple

Turquoise

Black

NO.

Lime

White

Coral

Cerise

Purple

Turquoise

Black

Lime

NO.

0590

0591

STRETCH T-SHIRT

STRETCH T-SHIRT | 3/4 SLEEVED

Short-sleeved T-shirt in a comfortable cotton
quality with stretch for optimum comfort and fit.
Flatlock stitching at neck. Slightly shaped.

T-shirt with 3/4 sleeves. Comfortable cotton
quality with stretch for optimum comfort and fit.
Flatlock stitching at neck. Slightly shaped.

92 % cotton / 8 % elastane
180-190 g
XS - S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
GAME

92 % cotton / 8 % elastane
180-190 g
XS- S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
GAME

White

Black

NO.

White

Black

NO.

0592

0593

STRETCH TOP

STRETCH TOP | X-TRA LONG

Top in a comfortable cotton quality with
stretch for optimum comfort and fit.
Flatlock stitching at neck. Slightly shaped.

Top in a comfortable cotton quality with stretch
for optimum comfort and fit. Flatlock stitching
at neck. Slightly shaped. Extra long.

92 % cotton / 8 % elastane
180-190 g
XS - S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
GAME

92 % cotton / 8 % elastane
180-190 g
XS - S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
GAME

T-SHIRTS
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STRETCH
Our stretch T-shirts give you the best
comfort and fit through their combination
of cotton and elastane.

White

Grey
melange

Lime

Turquoise

Black

NO.

0594
STRETCH T-SHIRT
Short-sleeved T-shirt in a comfortable cotton
quality with stretch for optimum comfort and fit.
Round neck and narrow ribbing. Slimline model.
95 % cotton / 5 % elastane
Melange: 80 % cotton / 20 % viscose
190-200 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
GAME
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ALWAYS PRACTICAL
– ALWAYS STYLISH

POLO SHIRTS
The polo shirt is a classic in any wardrobe. It is practical and durable,
and also a good alternative to a buttoned shirt, and an ideal choice
for work and leisure use.
We have the biggest range of colours and sizes on the market and a
wide range of polo shirts. You can always be confident of the renowned ID® quality, which keeps its colour and fit, even after many
washes.

POLO SHIRTS
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White

Grey melange

Charcoal

Cerise

Red

Bordeaux

Orange

Lime

Green

Purple

Mocca

Light blue

Turquoise

Azure

Royal blue

Navy

NO.

0527

Black

PIQUÉ POLO SHIRT | STRETCH
Classic polo shirt in piqué quality with stretch.
Neck band, half moon at neck and closure with
tone-in-tone buttons. Minimum shrinkage.
Available in a wide range of colours. Slightly shaped.
95 % cotton / 5 % elastane
Melange: 80 % cotton / 15 % viscose / 5 % elastan
210-220 g
XS - S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL - 5XL - 6XL
4XL + 5XL + 6XL only in black and white
GAME
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White

Grey melange

Charcoal

Cerise

Red

Bordeaux

Orange

Lime

Green

Purple

Mocca

Light blue

Turquoise

Azure

Royal blue

Navy

NO.

Black

0525
PIQUÉ POLO SHIRT I STRETCH
Classic polo shirt with improved fit in piqué quality
with stretch. Neck band, half moon at neck and placket
with tone-in-tone buttons. Minimal shrinkage and a
wide colour range.
95 % cotton / 5 % elastane
Melange: 80 % cotton / 15 % viscose / 5 % elastan
210-220 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL
GAME

POLO SHIRTS
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White

Red

Lime

Mocca

Light blue

Azure

Navy

Black

NO.

2020
YES POLO SHIRT
Campaign polo shirt in piqué quality with neck band
and placket closure with tone-in-tone buttons.
100 % cotton
190-200 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
YES

White

Red

Light blue

Navy

Black

NO.

0521

White

Sand

Grey
melange

Charcoal

Red

Yellow

Green

Light blue

Royal blue

Navy

Black

NO.

0520

CLASSIC POLO SHIRT

CLASSIC POLO SHIRT | POCKET

Classic polo shirt in piqué quality with rib
details on collar and sleeves. Slightly shaped.

Classic polo shirt in piqué quality with chest
pocket and rib details on collar and sleeves.

50 % cotton / 50 % polyester
180 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
GAME

50 % cotton / 50 % polyester
Melange: 95 % cotton / 5 % viscose
180 g
XS - S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL - 5XL - 6XL
5XL + 6XL only in white, black and navy
GAME
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White

Grey
melange

Red

Orange

Lime

Azure

Navy

Black

NO.

0532
CASUAL PIQUÉ POLO SHIRT
Casual polo shirt in piqué quality. A smart
and stable model with the prewashed look.
100 % cotton
Melange: 85 % cotton / 15 % viscose
230-240 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
GAME

White

Grey
melange

Red

Orange

Lime

Azure

Navy

Black

NO.

0533
CASUAL PIQUÉ POLO SHIRT
Casual polo shirt in piqué quality. A smart
and stable model with the prewashed look.
Slightly shaped.
100 % cotton
Melange: 85 % cotton / 15 % viscose
230-240 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
GAME
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White

Red

Lime

Light blue

Turquoise

Azure

Indigo

Navy

Black

NO.

0560
PIQUÉ POLO SHIRT
Polo shirt in piqué quality. Smart and stable
quality. Stand-up collar.
80 % cotton / 20 % polyester
180-190 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL - 5XL - 6XL
4XL + 5XL + 6XL only in white and black
GAME

White

Pink

Light blue Turquoise

Red

Lime

Azure

Navy

Black

NO.

0561
PIQUÉ POLO SHIRT
Polo shirt in piqué quality with V-placket
with two buttons. Smart and stable quality.
Slightly shaped.
80 % cotton / 20 % polyester
180-190 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
GAME

POLO SHIRTS
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White

Red

Light blue

Navy

NO.

0564
PIQUÉ POLO SHIRT | CONTRAST
Polo shirt in piqué quality. Smart and stable
quality. Two-coloured contrasting stripe on
sleeves and collar.
80 % cotton / 20 % polyester
180-190 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
GAME

White

Red

Light blue

NO.

0565
PIQUÉ POLO SHIRT | CONTRAST
Polo shirt in piqué quality. Smart and stable
quality. Two-coloured contrasting stripe on
sleeves and collar. Slightly shaped.
80 % cotton / 20 % polyester
180-190 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL
GAME
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COOL AND WARM
AT THE SAME TIME

SWEAT & KNITTED
Formal knitted pullover with a shirt underneath, or a raw hoodie?
ID® Identity offers a range of possibilities. You can choose from a
variety of sweatshirts, pullovers, slipovers and cardigans with smart
and practical details. All models are available in several sizes, loads
of colours, and in the proven quality you expect from us.

SWEATS & KNITWEAR
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White

Charcoal
melange

Blue
melange

Black

Grey
melange

NO.

0615
CASUAL SWEATSHIRT
Sweatshirt with casual round neck with 2x2 ribbing in
sleeves and hem and unbrushed inner fabric. Shoulder
panels and flatlock stitching. The perfect go-anywhere
sweatshirt.
Charcoal mel./blue mel.: 70 % cotton / 30 % polyester
Grey melange: 90 % cotton / 10 % polyester
Black/white: 70 % cotton / 30 % polyester
280 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL

DETAILS

White

Charcoal
melange

Blue
melange

Black

Grey
melange

NO.

0616
CASUAL SWEATSHIRT
Sweatshirt with casual round neck with 2x2 ribbing in
sleeves and hem and unbrushed inner fabric. Raglan
sleeves and flatlock stitching. The perfect go-anywhere
sweatshirt.
Charcoal mel./blue mel.: 70 % cotton / 30 % polyester
Grey melange: 90 % cotton / 10 % polyester
Black/white: 70 % cotton / 30 % polyester
280 g
S - M - XL -2X - 3XL
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White

Sand

Anthracite Charcoal
melange

Snow
melange

Grey
melange

Red

Bordeaux

Orange

Yellow

Lime

Green

Bottle
green

Light
blue

Turquoise

Royal
blue

Indigo

Navy

Black

ID. DK

NO.

0600
CLASSIC SWEATSHIRT
Our popular GAME sweatshirt with round neck.
Double stitching and ribbing on collar, and ribbing on
sleeves and at the bottom. Soft, brushed inner fabric.
70 % cotton / 30 % polyester
Grey melange: 69 % cotton/25 % polyester/6 % viscose
Anthracite melange: 70 % cotton/30 % polyester
Snow melange: 74,5 % cotton/24,5 % polyester/1 % viscose
290 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL - 5XL - 6XL
5XL + 6XL only in black and navy
GAME

Navy

Black

NO.

White

Charcoal

Red

Royal blue

Navy

Black

Turquoise

NO.

0604

40600

Our popular GAME sweatshirt with round neck in
100 % cotton. Double stitching and ribbing on collar
and ribbing on sleeves and at the bottom. Soft brushed
inner fabric.

Our popular GAME sweatshirt with round neck
for children. Double stitching and ribbing on collar,
sleeves and at the bottom. Soft, brushed inner fabric.

100 % cotton
290 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL
GAME

70 % cotton / 30 % polyester
290 g
4/6 - 8/10 - 12/14
GAME

CLASSIC SWEATSHIRT

CLASSIC SWEATSHIRT
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White

Red

Grey
Anthracite Charcoal
melange melange

Royal blue

Navy

Black

NO.

0601
CLASSIC POLO SWEATSHIRT
Our popular ID® sweatshirt with polo collar, placket
closure and three buttons. Neck band and ribbing on
sleeves and at the bottom. Soft, brushed inner fabric.
70 % cotton / 30 % polyester
Grey melange: 69 % cotton/25 % polyester/6 % viscose
Anthracite melange: 70 % cotton/30 % polyester
290 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL
GAME

Grey
melange

Black

NO.

0605
WORKER CARDIGAN
Worker cardigan with hood. Contrasting flatlock
stitchings, lining and cord. Two pockets with zipper.
Bonded quality with soft sherpa fleece inner fabric.
100 % cotton. Lining: 100 % polyester
480 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL

YKK MAIN ZIPPER
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DID YOU KNOW?
ID ® Direct can supply private labels
and special production, if your customers need a brand-new design or
adoptations to our basic products.
Read more about ID® Direct at
www.id.dk

Grey
melange

Navy

Grey
melange

Black

NO.

0613

Red

Navy

Black

NO.

0603

EXCLUSIVE SWEATSHIRT

SWEATSHIRT

Top quality sweatshirt in strong quality with
unbrushed inner fabric. Two-layer ribbing at
the bottom, neck and wrists and one-layer ribbing
in the sides and at the V-detail in the neckline.
Half moon at neck and tone-in-tone neck band.

Classic sweatshirt in strong quality with high
collar and zipper at neck. Neck band and half
moon at neck and ribbing on sleeves and at
the bottom. Unbrushed inner fabric.

60 % cotton / 40 % polyester
Melange: 79 % cotton / 11 % viscose / 10 % polyester
330-340 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
GAME

60 % cotton / 40 % polyester
Melange: 79 % cotton / 11 % viscose / 10 % polyester
330-340 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
GAME
YKK MAIN ZIPPER
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melange

NO.

Navy

Black

0609
HOODED SWEATSHIRT
Classic hooded sweatshirt with kangaroo pocket
and raglan sleeves. Cord in hood and ribbing
on sleeves and at the bottom. Strong quality.
Soft, brushed inner fabric. Slightly shaped.
70 % cotton / 30 % polyester
Melange: 85 % cotton / 15 % viscose
300 g
XS - S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
GAME

White

Grey
melange

Red

Turquoise

Navy

Black

Lime

NO.

0610
HOODED SWEATSHIRT

White

Grey
melange

Red

Turquoise

Navy

Black

Lime

NO.

40610

HOODED SWEATSHIRT

Classic hooded sweatshirt with kangaroo pocket.
Strong quality. Cord in hood and ribbing on sleeves
and at the bottom. Soft, brushed inner fabric.

Classic children’s hooded sweatshirt with kangaroo
pocket. Strong quality. No cord in hood and ribbing on
sleeves and at the bottom. Soft, brushed inner fabric.

70 % cotton / 30 % polyester
Melange: 85 % cotton / 15 % viscose
300 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL - 5XL - 6XL
4XL + 5XL + 6XL only in black
GAME

70 % cotton / 30 % polyester
Melange: 85 % cotton / 15 % viscose
300 g
8/10 - 12/14
GAME
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Grey
melange

Red

Navy

Black

NO.

0618

HOODED CARDIGAN
Classic hooded cardigan with kangaroo pocket
and full-length zipper. Cord in hood and ribbing
at sleeves and at the bottom. Strong quality.
Soft, brushed inner fabric.

70 % cotton / 30 % polyester
Melange: 85 % cotton / 15 % viscose
300 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL - 5XL - 6XL
4XL + 5XL + 6XL only in black
GAME
YKK MAIN ZIPPER

Grey
melange

NO.

Red

Navy

Black

0619
HOODED CARDIGAN
Classic hooded cardigan with kangaroo pocket,
full-length zipper and raglan sleeves. Cord in hood
and ribbing on sleeves and at the bottom. Strong
quality. Soft, brushed inner fabric. Slightly shaped.
70 % cotton / 30 % polyester
Melange: 85 % cotton / 15 % viscose
300 g
XS - S - M - L - XL - 2XL
GAME
YKK MAIN ZIPPER

SWEATS & KNITWEAR
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White

Red

Navy

Black

NO.

0622
CARDIGAN SWEATSHIRT
Cardigan in strong quality with full-length zipper
and two cross pockets. Neck band, ribbing at sleeves
and at the bottom and smart flatlock stitchings.
Soft brushed inner fabric.
70 % cotton / 30 % polyester
300 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
GAME
YKK MAIN ZIPPER

White

Red

Navy

Black

NO.

0624
CARDIGAN SWEATSHIRT
Cardigan in strong quality with full-length zipper,
two cross pockets and raglan sleeves. Neck band,
ribbing on sleeves and at the bottom and smart flatlock
stitchings. Soft, brushed inner fabric. Slightly shaped.
70 % cotton / 30 % polyester
300 g
XS - S - M - L - XL - 2XL
GAME
YKK MAIN ZIPPER
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NO.

Grey
melange

Azure

Navy

Black

0626
CARDIGAN | CONTRAST STRIPE
Sporty cardigan in strong quality with contrast
ribbing on the sleeves. Full-length zipper and two
side pockets with zippers in contrasting colour.
Neck band, halfmoon at neck and ribbing on sleeves
and at the bottom. Unbrushed inner fabric.
60 % cotton / 40 % polyester
Melange: 79 % cotton / 11 % viscose / 10 % polyester
330-340 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
GAME
YKK MAIN ZIPPER

Grey
melange

Azure

Navy

Black

NO.

0627
CARDIGAN | CONTRAST STRIPE
Sporty cardigan in strong quality with contrasting
stripes on the sleeves. Full-length zipper and two side
pockets with zippers in contrasting colour. Neck band,
halfmoon at neck and ribbing on sleeves and at the
bottom. Unbrushed inner fabric. Slightly shaped.
60 % cotton / 40 % polyester
Melange: 79 % cotton / 11 % viscose / 10 % polyester
330-340 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
GAME
YKK MAIN ZIPPER

SWEATS & KNITWEAR
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Grey
melange

Red

Bordeaux

Navy

Black

NO.

0628
MEN’S CARDIGAN
Rugged cardigan with full-length zipper and two
side pockets. 2x2 ribbing on collar, sleeves and hem.
Brushed inner fabric.
70 % cotton / 30 % polyester
Melange: 85 % cotton / 15 % viscose
300 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL
GAME
YKK MAIN ZIPPER

Grey
melange

Red

Bordeaux

Navy

Black

NO.

0629
LADIES’ CARDIGAN
Rugged cardigan with full-length zipper and two
side pockets. 2x2 ribbing on collar, sleeves and hem.
Brushed inner fabric. Slightly shaped.
70 % cotton / 30 % polyester
Melange: 85 % cotton / 15 % viscose
300 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL
GAME
YKK MAIN ZIPPER
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CONTRASTS
The soft warm fleece lining in the
hood and the strings and zipper have
a contrast colour which nicely
complements the pullover.

Grey
melange

Azure

Navy

Black

NO.

0630
BONDED CARDIGAN
Bonded cardigan with soft fleece inner fabric. Smart
design with hood and both cord, zipper and inside in a
contrasting colour. Two side pockets with zippers.
100 % cotton. Lining: 100 % polyester.
390 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
YKK MAIN ZIPPER

Grey
melange

Azure

Navy

Black

NO.

0631
BONDED CARDIGAN
Bonded cardigan with soft fleece inner fabric. Smart
design with hood and both cord, zipper and inside in
a contrasting colour. Two side pockets wit zippers.
Slightly fitted.
100 % cotton. Lining: 100 % polyester
390 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
YKK MAIN ZIPPER
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WARM FREEDOM
Our cardigan with contrast stitching
has extra long sleeves with a hole for
the thumb.

Grey
melange

Black

NO.

Grey
melange

Black

NO.

0632

0633

CARDIGAN | CONTRASTS

CARDIGAN | CONTRASTS

Cardigan with contrasting stitchings on the sleeves,
shoulders and in the sides. Full-length zipper and
cross pockets with hidden press stud closure.
Nice soft quality with unbrushed inner fabric.

Cardigan with contrasting stitchings on the sleeves,
shoulders and in the sides. Full-length zipper and
cross pockets with hidden press stud closure.
Nice soft quality with unbrushed inner fabric.
Slightly shaped.

60 % cotton / 40 % polyester
Melange: 52 % polyester / 41 % cotton / 7 % viscose
270 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
GAME

60 % cotton / 40 % polyester
Melange: 52 % polyester / 41 % cotton / 7 % viscose
270 g
XS - S - M - L - XL - 2XL
GAME

YKK MAIN ZIPPER
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Grey
melange

Black

Grey
melange

Black

NO.

NO.

0608

SPORTY JOGGING TROUSERS

SPORTY SWEATSHORTS

Sporty jogging trousers with cord and elastic at waist
and elastic at foot. Two cross pockets and soft, brushed
inner fabric.

Sporty sweatshorts with elastic at waist,
two cross pockets and contrasting cord.

70 % cotton / 30 % polyester
Melange: 85% cotton / 15% viscose
300 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL

60 % cotton / 40 % polyester
Melange: 52 % polyester / 41 % cotton / 7 % viscose
270 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL

0607

Grey
melange

Black

NO.

Grey
melange

Black

NO.

Grey
melange

Black

NO.

0611

0667

0668

SWEATPANTS

SPORTY SWEATPANTS

SPORTY SWEAT CAPRI

Sporty sweatpants with two-layer ribbing at waist and foot. Cord and two
cross pockets. Unbrushed inner fabric.

Sporty sweatpants with two-layer
ribbing at waist and foot. Contrasting
cord and two cross pockets. Unbrushed
inner fabric.

Sporty sweat capri with two-layer
ribbing at waist and foot. Contrasting
cord and two cross pockets.

60 % cotton / 40 % polyester
Melange: 52 % polyester / 41 % cotton / 7% viscose
270 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL

60 % cotton / 40 % polyester
Melange: 52 % polyester / 41 % cotton / 7 % viscose
270 g
XS - S - M - L - XL - 2XL

60 % cotton / 40 % polyester
Melange: 52 % polyester / 41 % cotton / 7 % viscose
270 g
XS - S - M - L - XL - 2XL

SWEATS & KNITWEAR
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Anthracite
Navy
melange melange

Black

NO.

0635

BONDED CARDIGAN

Cardigan with hood and two-layer bonded fabric.
The exclusive polyester quality results in an attractive
colour interplay in the fabric. The inner fabric is soft
sherpa fleece. Rugged Vislon® front zipper. The ribbing at hem and sleeves ensures a good fit. Two side
pockets with zippers. Three inside pockets: two mesh
pockets and a pocket with Velcro® closure.
100 % polyester
380 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL
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Grey
melange

Charcoal Royal blue
melange melange

Navy

Black

NO.

0640

MEN’S KNITTED PULLOVER
Fully Fashion men’s knitted pullover with V-neck.
Extra fine mulesing-free Merino yarn in a luxurious
smooth and soft knit which keeps its shape, wash after
wash. Anti-pilling treatment keeps it looking good for
a long time. Superwash treated, so it can be machine
washed. Neck band with contrast.

50 % Merino wool / 50 % acrylic. 12 GG
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL

Grey
melange

Charcoal Royal blue
melange melange

Navy

Black

NO.

0641

LADIES’ KNITTED PULLOVER
Fully Fashion women’s knitted pullover with V-neck.
Extra fine mulesing-free Merino yarn in a luxurious
smooth and soft knit which keeps its shape, wash after
wash. Anti-pilling treatment keeps it looking good for a
long long time. Superwash treated, so it can be machine washed. Neck band with contrast.

50 % Merino wool / 50 % acrylic. 12 GG
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL

SWEATS & KNITWEAR
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Navy

Black

NO.

0642

MEN’S KNITTED CARDIGAN
Fully Fashion men’s knitted cardigan with V-neck
made of extra fine mulesing- free Merino yarn in a
luxurious smooth and soft knit which keeps its shape,
wash after wash. Anti-pilling treatment keeps it looking
good for a long time. Superwash treated, so it can be
machine washed. Cardigan model with six buttons.
Neck band with contrast.

50 % Merino wool / 50 % acrylic. 12 GG
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL

Navy

Black

NO.

0643
LADIES’ KNITTED CARDIGAN
Fully Fashion women’s knitted cardigan with V-neck.
Extra fine mulesing-free Merino yarn in a luxurious
smooth and soft knit which keeps its shape, wash after
wash. Anti-pilling treatment keeps it looking good for
a long time. Superwash treated, so it can be machine
washed. Cardigan model with six buttons. Neck band
with contrast.
50 % Merino wool / 50 % acrylic. 12 GG
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL
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Charcoal
melange

Navy

Black

NO.

0644

CASUAL ZIP CARDIGAN
Men’s knitted cardigan with zipper made of very stable
Milan knit. Rugged and soft knit which keeps its shape,
wash after wash. Anti-pilling treatment keeps it looking
good for a long time. Can be machine washed.

50 % wool / 50 % acrylic. 10 GG
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL

Charcoal
melange

Navy

Black

NO.

0645

CASUAL ZIP CARDIGAN
Women’s knitted cardigan with zipper made of very
stable Milan knit. Rugged and soft knit which keeps its
shape, wash after wash. Anti-pilling treatment keeps it
looking good for a long time. Can be machine washed.

50 % wool / 50 % acrylic. 10 GG
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL

SWEATS & KNITWEAR
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Navy

NO.

0680

ARMY PULLOVER
Army-style pullover with shoulder
and elbow patches. Sleeve pocket.

80 % wool / 20 % acrylic. 5 GG
S - M - L - XL - 2XL

Navy

NO.

Black

NO.

0648

0647

Navy

Black

UNIFORM PULLOVER | V-NECK

UNIFORM PULLOVER | ZIP

Uniform rugged knitted pullover with V-neck. Handy
zip pocket and pen holder on left sleeve. Shoulder
straps and reinforced straps for walkie talkies and the
like. Luxurious and soft knit which keeps its shape,
wash after wash. Anti-pilling treatment keeps it looking
good for a long time. Can be machine washed.

Uniform rugged knitted pullover with high collar and
short zipper. Smart uniform model with zip pocket and
pen holder on left sleeve. Shoulder straps and reinforced straps for walkie talkies and the like. Luxurious
and soft knit which keeps its shape, wash after wash.
Anti-pilling treatment keeps it looking good for a long
time. Can be machine washed.

50 % wool / 50 % acrylic. 10 GG
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL

50 % wool / 50 % acrylic. 10 GG
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL
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Navy

Black

NO.

0646
OUTDOOR PULLOVER | ZIP
Outdoor knitted pullover made of rugged yarns with
high collar and short zipper. Luxurious and soft knit
which keeps its shape, wash after wash. Anti-pilling
treatment keeps it looking good for a long time.
Can be machine washed.
50 % wool / 50 % acrylic. 10 GG
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL
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FORMAL OR
RELAXED – BUT
ALWAYS STYLISH

SHIRTS
A shirt can have many different looks. It all depends on what it is to
be used for. We always have a wide range of comfortable and durable
shirts with a good fit, for men and women.
You will find classic, casual and modern models, with or without
patterns. All with practical and modern details for professional use.
They all live up to our high standards in terms of enduring colours
and high durability.

SHIRTS
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Pisa

Pacino

Amalfi

California light blue

California navy

Palermo

NO.

0274
EXCLUSIVE NON IRON SHIRT
Exclusive Non Iron cotton shirt with long sleeves.
Classical model without pocket. Cut-away collar with
contrast piping. Modern fit.
100 % cotton
37/38 - 39/40 - 41/42 - 43/44 - 45/46 - 47/48 - 49/50

SHIRTS
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White

Light blue

Navy

White

Light blue

Navy

NO.

0258

0262

EASY IRON SHIRT

EASY IRON SHIRT | MODERN FIT

Exclusive poplin shirt with long sleeves
in the best Easy Iron quality. Slightly shaped.

Exclusive Easy Iron shirt with long sleeves. Attractive,
classic model with no chest pockets and regular flip.

100 % cotton
S - M - L - XL - 2XL

100 % cotton
37/38 - 39/40 - 41/42 - 43/44 - 45/46 - 47/48 - 49/50

NO.

White

Light blue

Navy

NO.

0264
EASY IRON SHIRT | MODERN FIT
Exclusive Easy Iron shirt with long sleeves. Attractive,
classic model with no chest pockets and cut away flip.
Slightly form-fitted.
100% cotton
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
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White

Cadet
striped

Light blue

NO.

White

Cadet
striped

Light blue

NO.

0270

0271

MEN’S OXFORD SHIRT

LADIES’ OXFORD SHIRT

Oxford shirt with button-down collar made of
improved Easy Iron material. Yarn-dyed Pin Point
Oxford fabric, 100 % cotton. Men’s shirt with long
sleeves. Contrast piping inside neck and contrast
thread on buttons. Modern fit.

Oxford ladies’ shirt made of improved Easy Iron
material. Yarn-dyed Pin Point Oxford material.
Women’s shirt with long sleeves and classic collar.
Contrast piping inside neck and contrast thread on
buttons. Modern fit.

100 % cotton
37/38 - 39/40 - 41/42 - 43/44 - 45/46 - 47/48 - 49/50

100 % cotton
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL

White

Light blue

NO.

Black

White

Light blue

Black

NO.

0256

0257

EASY IRON SHIRT

EASY IRON SHIRT

Exclusive poplin shirt with long sleeves in
the best Easy Iron quality. Classic model
with chest pocket and cut-away collar.

Exclusive poplin shirt with long sleeves
in the best Easy Iron quality. Slightly shaped.

100 % cotton
37/38 - 39/40 - 41/42 - 43/44 - 45/46 - 47/48

100 % cotton
S - M - L - XL - 2XL
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White

Black

NO.

0218
STRETCH SHIRT | LONG-SLEEVED
Smart shirt in stretch quality with long sleeves.
Slightly shaped.
62 % cotton / 33 % polyester / 5 % elastane
XS - S - M - L - XL - 2XL

White

Black

NO.

0219
STRETCH SHIRT | SHORT-SLEEVED
Smart shirt with short sleeves in stretch quality.
Slightly shaped.
62 % cotton / 33 % polyester / 5 % elastane
XS - S - M - L - XL - 2XL
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White

Light blue

NO.

White

Light blue

NO.

0221

0220

Classic uniform shirt with shoulder straps and
two chest pockets with flaps. Easy Care quality.

Classic uniform shirt with long sleeves, shoulder
straps and two chest pockets with flaps.
Easy Care quality.

55 % cotton / 45 % polyester
37/38 - 39/40 - 41/42 - 43/44 - 45/46 - 47/48 - 49/50

55 % cotton / 45 % polyester
37/38 - 39/40 - 41/42 - 43/44 - 45/46 - 47/48 - 49/50

PILOT’S SHIRT | SHORT-SLEEVED

White

PILOT’S SHIRT | LONG-SLEEVED

Black

NO.

White

Black

NO.

0225

0229

BUSINESS SHIRT | LONG-SLEEVED

BUSINESS SHIRT | SHORT-SLEEVED

Classic poplin shirt with long sleeves
and chest pocket. Easy Care quality.

Classic poplin shirt with chest pocket.
Easy Care quality.

55 % cotton / 45 % polyester
37/38 - 39/40 - 41/42 - 43/44 - 45/46 - 47/48 - 49/50

55 % cotton / 45 % polyester
37/38 - 39/40 - 41/42 - 43/44 - 45/46 - 47/48 - 49/50

SHIRTS
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White

Black

NO.

White

Black

NO.

0212

0213

CAFÉ SHIRT | STRETCH

CAFÉ SHIRT | STRETCH

Stretch café shirt in smart uniform look with
long sleeves. Practical buttons for rolling up sleeves.

Stretch café shirt in smart uniform look with
long sleeves. Practical buttons for rolling up sleeves.
Slightly shaped.

62 % cotton / 33 % polyester / 5 % elastane
37/38 - 39/40 - 41/42 - 43/44 - 45/46 - 47/48

62 % cotton / 33 % polyester / 5 % elastane
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL

Black

NO.

Black

NO.

0215

0216

CAFÉ SHIRT | SHORT-SLEEVED

CAFÉ SHIRT | LONG-SLEEVED

Soft, brushed café shirt with short sleeves and
two chest pockets. Easy Care quality.

Soft, brushed café shirt with long sleeves and
two chest pockets. Easy Care quality.

65 % polyester / 35 % cotton
XS - S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL

65 % polyester / 35 % cotton
XS - S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL

SHIRTS
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Navy

Red

NO.

Orange

Green

Royal blue

NO.

0200

0204

WORKER SHIRT | COTTON

GREEN LEAF SHIRT | PRESS STUDS

Durable shirt in twill quality. Two practical
chest pockets with flaps.

Durable classic shirt in yarn-dyed soft brushed cotton
quality. Smart model with exclusive press studs. Two
practical chest pockets.

100 % cotton
37/38 - 39/40 - 41/42 - 43/44 - 45/46 - 47/48 - 49/50

100 % cotton
37/38 - 39/40 - 41/42 - 43/44 - 45/46 - 47/48 - 49/50

Charcoal Royal blue

Navy

Grey
Blue
chequered chequered

NO.

0201

0208

WORKER SHIRT | POL./ COTTON

SHIRT JACKET | PILE LINING

Durable shirt in twill quality. Two practical
chest pockets with flaps.

Extra warm light jacket made of classic ”lumberjack”
fabric. Two-layer material for body section comprising
a durable cotton outer layer and durable pile lining.
Rugged Vislon® front zipper. Quilted lining in sleeves.
Ribbing on sleeves and collar. One chest pocket with
press stud.

65 % polyester / 35 % cotton
35/36 - 37/38 - 39/40 - 41/42 - 43/44 - 45/46 - 47/48 - 49/50 - 51/52
35/36 + 51/52 only in royal blue

50 % cotton / 50 % polyester
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL
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SOFT.
COMFORTABLE.
ALWAYS
PRACTICAL

FLEECE
ID® sells fleece items of unsurpassed quality, with an eye for detail.
All fleece products from ID® come with quality zippers and functional
details to ensure great utility value – at work and at leisure.

FLEECE
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White

Grey

Red

Light blue

Navy

Black

NO.

0803
MICROFLEECE CARDIGAN
Soft fleece cardigan, ideally suited for industrial washing. Made of close-woven and high quality polyester
fibre. Anti-pilling treatment applied to inner and outer
fabric. Extra Twill reinforcement at shoulder and elastic band at the bottom. Quality YKK zipper in front as
well as side pockets. Can handle washing at 60 degrees.
100 % polyester
260-280 g
XS - S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL - 5XL
YKK MAIN ZIPPER

White

Grey

Red

Light blue

Navy

Black

NO.

0805
MICROFLEECE CARDIGAN
Soft fleece cardigan, ideally suited for industrial washing.
Made of close-woven and high quality polyester fibre. Antipilling treatment applied to inner and outer fabric. Extra
Twill reinforcement at shoulder and elastic band at the
bottom. Quality YKK zipper in front as well as side pockets.
Can handle washing at 60 degrees. Slightly shaped.
100 % polyester
260-280 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
YKK MAIN ZIPPER
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Orange

Blue

Navy

Black

NO.

0818
MULTI STRETCH CARDIGAN
Smashing ultra stretchable cardigan with an unusually
high degree of comfort and quality. Comfortable high
collar and full-length zipper. Rounded cut-outs at the
sides and sleeves and an extra long back underline an
attractive, sporty silhouette. Two side pockets with
zippers. Soft, brushed inner fabric. Ideal cardigan for
both indoor and outdoor use.
91 % polyester / 9 % elastane
285 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL

Orange

Blue

Navy

Black

NO.

0819
MULTI STRETCH CARDIGAN
Smashing ultra stretchable cardigan with an unusually
high degree of comfort and quality. Comfortable high
collar and full-length zipper. Rounded cut-outs at the
sides and sleeves and an extra long back underline an
attractive, sporty silhouette. Two side pockets with
zippers. Soft, brushed inner fabric. Ideal cardigan for
both indoor and outdoor use.
91 % polyester / 9 % elastane
285 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL

FLEECE
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ZIP
’N’

MIX

Grey
Anthracite
Navy
melange melange melange

NO.

0847
ZIP’N’MIX MELANGE FLEECE
Soft knitted fleece cardigan with attractive yarn melange colours. Extra long back ensures better fit and
comfort. Durable Vislon® zipper on front and side
pockets. This great fleece cardigan provides an extra
layer of isolation when combined with the Zip’n’Mix
shell jacket (0773).
100 % polyester
300 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL

ZIP
’N’

MIX

Grey
Anthracite
Navy
melange melange melange

NO.

0848
ZIP’N’MIX MELANGE FLEECE
Soft knitted fleece cardigan with attractive yarn melange colours. Extra long back ensures better fit and
comfort. Durable Vislon® zipper on front and side
pockets. This great fleece cardigan provides an extra
layer of isolation when combined with the Zip’n’Mix
shell jacket (0774).
100 % polyester
300 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
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ZIP
’N’

MIX

Red

Navy

Bordeaux Royal blue

Black

NO.

0806
ZIP’N’MIX ACTIVE FLEECE
High quality soft, close-knit flecee cardigan for active
use. Can be washed at 60°C. Durable Vislon® zipper
on front and side pockets. Rounded cut-outs at the
sides and sleeves and an extra long back underline an
attractive silhouette. The soft Zip’n’Mix active fleece
provides an extra layer of isolation combined with the
Zip’n’Mix shell jacket (0773).
100 % polyester
260-280 g
XS - S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL

ZIP
’N’

MIX

Red

Navy

Bordeaux Royal blue

Black

NO.

0807
ZIP’N’MIX ACTIVE FLEECE
High quality soft, close-knit flecee cardigan for active
use. Can be washed at 60°C. Durable Vislon® zipper
on front and side pockets. Rounded cut-outs at the
sides and sleeves and an extra long back underline an
attractive silhouette. The soft Zip’n’Mix active fleece
provides an extra layer of isolation combined with the
Zip’n’Mix shell jacket (0774).
100 % polyester
260-280 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL

FLEECE
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Silver grey

Navy

Black

NO.

0810
PILE FLEECE JACKET
Jacket made of rugged pile fleece fabric with quilted
lining. A warm jacket which can either be used as a
middle layer or jacket. Smart collar made of ribbed
fabric.
100 % polyester
360 g
XS - S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL

Navy

Black

NO.

0816
MICROFLEECE CARDIGAN | LINING
Fleece cardigan with lining. Anti-pilling treatment
of inner and outer fabric. Full-length zipper
and two cross pockets with zipper. Adjustable
cord at the bottom. A zipper in the lining makes
it possible to attach logo.
100 % polyester. Lining: 100 % polyester
260-280 g
XS - S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
YKK MAIN ZIPPER

Navy

Black

NO.

0822
MICROFLEECE VEST
Smart fleece vest with full-length zipper and two
side pockets with zippers. Anti-pilling treatment of
inner and outer fabric. Adjustable cord at the bottom.
100 % polyester
260-280 g
XS - S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
YKK MAIN ZIPPER

FLEECE
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Grey
Anthracite
melange melange

NO.

0850
KNIT FLEECE CARDIGAN
Smart knit fleece cardigan in melange coloured
yarn with contrasting patches. Two-way full-length
zipper. Adjustable cord at the bottom. Two side
pockets and one chest pocket, all with quality zipper.
100 % polyester
300 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL

Grey
Anthracite
melange melange

NO.

0851
KNIT FLEECE CARDIGAN
Smart knit fleece cardigan in melange coloured
yarn with contrasting patches. Two-way full-length
zipper. Adjustable cord at the bottom. Two side
pockets and one chest pocket, all with quality zipper.
Slightly shaped.
100 % polyester
300 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL

FLEECE
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Grey
melange

NO.

Grey
melange

NO.

0852

KNIT FLEECE CARDIGAN

Soft knit fleece cardigan in melange coloured
yarn with contrast flatlock stitchings.
100 % polyester
300 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL

0853
KNIT FLEECE CARDIGAN
Soft knit fleece cardigan in melange coloured
yarn with contrast flatlock stitchings. Slightly shaped.
100 % polyester
300 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL

Grey
melange

Grey
melange

NO.

NO.

0864

0865

Soft knit fleece vest in melange coloured
yarn with contrast flatlock stitchings.

Soft knit fleece vest in melange coloured yarn
with contrast flatlock stitchings. Slightly shaped.

100 % polyster
300 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL

100 % polyester
300 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL

KNIT FLEECE VEST
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NOT ONLY
DESIGNED TO
LOOK GOOD

Grau

Rot

Navy

Schwarz

Lime

NO.

0872
SOFT SHELL-JACKE | KONTRAST
Funktionelle Soft Shell-Jacke mit Kontrast am
Reißverschluss. ID Tech® Stickerei am linken Ärmel.
Dreischichtige Qualität. Äußerst strapazierfähige
und dehnbare gewebte Qualität. In der Mitte eine
Membran und innen weiches Mikrofleece.
100 % Polyester
320 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
4.000 BREATHABLE

WINDPROOF

WATER REPELLENT

3-LAYERS MEMBRAN

Grau

Rot

Navy

Schwarz

Lime

NO.

0873
SOFT SHELL-JACKE | KONTRAST

OUTERWEAR

Funktionelle Soft Shell-Jacke mit Kontrast am
Reißverschluss. ID Tech® Stickerei am linken Ärmel. Drei
schichtqualität. Äußerst strapazierfähige und
dehnbare gewebte Qualität. In der Mitte eine Membran
und innen weiches Mikrofleece. Leicht figurbetont.
100 % Polyester
320 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
4.000 BREATHABLE

Outerwear from ID® is always stylish and good looking. It has been
designed for professional use. Our outerwear comes with taped seams,
quality zippers and many thought-out details.

3-LAYERS MEMBRAN

158

We have a wide range of vests, shell jackets, practical jackets and quilted jackets made using advanced ID Tech® material – your guarantee
that the product fulfills stringent requirements for comfort, breathability, perspiration and weather resistance.

OUTERWEAR
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WINDPROOF

WATER REPELLENT

ZIP

ZIP

MIX

MIX

’N’

’N’

Navy

Black

Navy

Black

NO.

NO.

0774

ZIP’N’MIX SHELL JACKET

ZIP’N’MIX SHELL JACKET

Exclusive functional ID® Tech jacket with hood
and soft, light polyester lining. The jacket is ideally suited for prints and logo embroidery via easy
zipper access in the back lining. Durable YKK front
zipper. Reflective band at the front and back and
on the sleeves to ensure high visibility. Velcro® closure at wrists. Practical, deep side pockets, outside
chest pocket and two inside pockets. Extra long
back and adjustable elastic string at hem to prevent
drafts. Taped seams. This multifunctional jacket is a
highly versatile shell jacket which can be combined
with Zip’n’Mix active fleece (0806) or Zip’n’Mix
melange fleece ().

Exclusive functional ID® Tech jacket with hood
and soft, light polyester lining. The jacket is ideally suited for prints and logo embroidery via easy
zipper access in the back lining. Durable YKK
front zipper. Reflective band at the front and back
and on the sleeves to ensure high visibility. Velcro®
closure at wrists. Practical, deep side pockets, outside chest pocket and two inside pockets. Extra long
back and adjustable elastic string at hem to prevent
drafts. Taped seams. This multifunctional jacket is a
highly versatile shell jacket which can be combined
with Zip’n’Mix active fleece (0807) or Zip’n’Mix
melange fleece (0848).

100 % polyester
140 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL

100 % polyester
140 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL

0773

3000 BREATHABLE

7000 WATERPROOF

YKK MAIN ZIPPER

ID® IDENTITY

TAPED SEAMS

3000 BREATHABLE
YKK MAIN ZIPPER

COLLECTION 2017

7000 WATERPROOF

TAPED SEAMS
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+ Deep side pockets, outside chest pocket
and two inside pockets

+ Velcro® closure
at wrists

+ Reflective band

ensures visibility

K

+ Durable YKK zipper
+ Taped seams
+ OEKO-TEX certificate
+ Breathability 3000
+ Water resistance 7000
+ Extra long back and
adjustable elastic string
at hem to prevent
drafts

+

SHELL JACKET
0773 | 0774

+

or
FLEECE MELANGE
0847 | 0848

ACTIVE FLEECE
0806 | 0807

ID® IDENTITY
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Orange

Blue

Orange

Blue

Navy

Black

Navy

Black

NO.

0892
STRETCH BODYWARMER

NO.

0893
STRETCH BODYWARMER

Nice padded stretch body warmer with light, narrow
diagonal channels and stretchable side sections, offering greater comfort and a sporty look. Side pockets
with zippers. The stretch bodywarmer is ideally suited
for prints and logo embroidery via easy zipper access in
the back lining. Excellent product with high functional
comfort.

Nice padded stretch body warmer with light, narrow
diagonal channels and stretchable side sections, offering greater comfort and a sporty look. Side pockets
with zippers. The stretch bodywarmer is ideally suited
for prints and logo embroidery via easy zipper access in
the back lining. Excellent product with high functional
comfort.

100 % polyester
185 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL

100 % polyester
185 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL

DETAILS

Navy

Black

NO.

0900
VEST | THERMAL LINING
Classic vest in durable fabric with warm lining
Exclusive metal zippers. The vest has two side pockets
and two inner pockets. Smart elastic detail at the armholes provides a perfect fit.
65 % polyester / 35 % cotton. Filling/lining: 100 % polyester
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL

WINDPROOF

WATER REPELLENT

OUTERWEAR
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Navy

Navy

Black

NO.

Black

NO.

0885

0884

QUILTED VEST

QUILTED VEST

Quilted vest with hood. Two side pockets and
chest pocket with zipper. Adjustable at the bottom.
Slightly shaped.

Quilted vest with polyester lining. Two side pockets
and chest pocket with zipper. Adjustable at the bottom.

100 % polyester. Filling/lining: 100 % polyester
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL

100 % polyester. Filling/lining: 100 % polyester
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL

Navy

Black

NO.

Navy

Black

NO.

0883

0882

Quilted jacket with hood. Two side pockets
and chest pocket with zipper as well as
inner pocket. Adjustable at the bottom.
Slightly shaped.

Quilted jacket. Two side pockets and chest
pocket with zipper as well as inner pocket.
Adjustable at the bottom.

100 % polyester. Filling/lining: 100 % polyester.
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL

100 % polyester. Filling/lining: 100 % polyester.
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL

QUILTED JACKET

ID® IDENTITY
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QUILTED JACKET
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Red

Azure

NO.

Black

Red

Azure

Black

NO.

0894

0895

QUILTED VEST

QUILTED VEST

Quilted vest in soft polyester with
channel-stitched padding.
Two side pockets with zipper.

Quilted vest in soft polyester with
channel-stitched padding. Two side
pockets with zipper. Slightly shaped.

100 % polyester. Fill/lining: 100 % polyester
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL

100 % polyester. Fill/lining: 100 % polyester
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL

Azure

Black

Azure

Black

NO.

NO.

0890

0891

QUILTED JACKET

QUILTED JACKET

Quilted jacket in soft polyester quality
with channel-stitched padding.
Two side pockets with zipper.

Quilted jacket in soft polyester with
channel-stitched padding. Two side
pockets with zipper. Slightly shaped.

100 % polyester. Fill/lining: 100 % polyester
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL

100 % polyester. Fill/lining: 100 % polyester
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL

OUTERWEAR
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SMART DETAILS
You will find many smart and practical
details on our winter soft shell jackets
on page 192.

ID. DK

Navy

Black

Navy

Black

NO.

NO.

0772

0770
COMBI MEN’S JACKET

COMBI LADIES’ JACKET

Smart men’s jacket made of wind and water resistant
and breathable material. The body of the jacket is
made of padded ripstop fabric with a PU coating and
the sleeves/sides are made of durable soft shell material. Good fit and many attractive details. Two zip side
pockets and a concealed zip chest pocket. Two inside
mesh pockets and an inside zip pocket.

Smart ladies’ jacket made of wind and water resistant
and breathable material. The body of the jacket is
made of padded ripstop fabric with a PU coating and
the sleeves/sides are made of durable soft shell material. Good fit and many attractive details. Two zip side
pockets and a concealed zip chest pocket. Two inside
mesh pockets and an inside zip pocket.

100 % polyester. Filling/lining: 100 % polyester
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL

100 % polyester. Filling/lining: 100 % polyester
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL

4000 BREATHABLE

WINDPROOF

MEMBRANE 3-LAYERS

ID® IDENTITY

COLLECTION 2017

WATER REPELLENT

4000 BREATHABLE
MEMBRANE 3-LAYERS

WINDPROOF

WATER REPELLENT
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NO.

Dark
orange

Light
navy

Black

0844
CASUAL CATALINA MEN’S JACKET
Smart Catalina men’s jacket made of quilted
polyester. The soft polyester fill results in a warm
and comfortable jacket. Ribbing at hem and
sleeves ensure an optimal fit. Metal-coloured teeth
on the front zipper and two side pocket zippers.
100 % polyester
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL

NO.

Dark
orange

Light
navy

Black

0845
CASUAL CATALINA LADIES’ JACKET
Smart Catalina women’s jacket made of quilted
polyester. The soft polyester fill results in a warm and
comfortable jacket. Ribbing at hem and sleeves ensure
an optimal fit. Metal-coloured teeth on the front zipper
and two side pocket zippers.
100 % polyester
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL

OUTERWEAR
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Grey
melange

Navy
melange

Black

NO.

0878
SOFT SHELL JACKET | HOOD
Excellent jacket with hood made of an exclusive
three-layer material with a membrane which is wind
and water resistant and ensures high functionality.
The hood can be adjusted with buckles and elastic.
High collar to shield from wind and drafts. There is an
attractive interplay of colours in the exclusive polyester
material. The inner fabric is soft fleece. Large kangaroo
pocket with zipper and leather tag engraved with ID®
Identity. Ribbing at hem and sleeves ensures a good fit.

100 % polyester
345 g
XS - S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL

3000 BREATHABLE

WINDPROOF

MEMBRANE 3-LAYERS

ID® IDENTITY
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WATER REPELLENT
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Navy

Black

NO.

0730
QUILTED JACKET
Stylish, classic quilted jacket for all-round use. Attractive collar with press stud closure. Zipper at the front
and chest pocket. Two practical piped side pockets
with zippers. Press studs at wrist.
100 % polyester
160 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL

OUTERWEAR
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DETAILS

Light olive

Navy

Black

NO.

0702
PILOT JACKET
Light jacket with a sporty look and the well-known
Catalina silhouette which ensures a perfect fit and great
versatility. Soft, stretchable mesh lining and ribbing at
the neck, sleeves and hem. Full-length zipper, two side
pockets, a pocket on the left arm and an inside pocket
with zipper. A jacket with icon status.
100 % polyester
195 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL

ID® IDENTITY
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Silver grey

Navy

Black

NO.

0832

WORKER SOFT SHELL JACKET

Extra durable three-layer worker soft shell jacket.
ID Tech® quality with breathable, wind and
water resistant membrane. Durable woven surface
and soft fleece inner fabric. Smart reflex details and
strong Vislon® zippers in contrasting colour. Velcro®
closure at wrists.
100 % polyester
320-330 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL
4000 BREATHABLE

WATER REPELLENT

WINDPROOF

MEMBRANE 3-LAYERS

Silver grey

Navy

Black

NO.

0834

WORKER SOFT SHELL VEST
Extra durable three-layer worker soft shell vest.
ID Tech® quality with breathable, wind and
water resistant membrane. Durable woven surface
and soft fleece inner fabric. Smart reflex details and
strong Vislon® zippers in contrasting colour.

100 % polyester
320-330 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL
4000 BREATHABLE

WINDPROOF

WATER REPELLENT

MEMBRANE 3-LAYERS

OUTERWEAR
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Navy

Black

Navy

NO.

Black

NO.

0858

0859

PRACTICAL SOFT SHELL

PRACTICAL SOFT SHELL

Lightweight soft shell jacket with high functionality.
Three-layer soft shell quality with breathable, wind and
water resistant membrane. Durable surface with
a light mesh inner fabric. Velcro® closure at wrists.
Many practical pockets.

Lightweight soft shell jacket with high functionality.
Three-layer soft shell quality with breathable, wind and
water resistant membrane. Durable surface with a light
mesh inner fabric. Velcro® closure at wrists. Many practical pockets. Slightly shaped.

100 % polyester
310 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL - 5XL - 6XL
4XL + 5XL + 6XL only in black

100 % polyester
310 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL

4000 BREATHABLE
MEMBRANE 3-LAYERS

WATER REPELLENT

WINDPROOF

YKK MAIN ZIPPER

4000 BREATHABLE
MEMBRANE 3-LAYERS

WATER REPELLENT

WINDPROOF

YKK MAIN ZIPPER

Black

Black

NO.

NO.

0863

0862
SOFT SHELL VEST

SOFT SHELL VEST

Lightweight soft shell vest with high functionality.
Three-layer ID Tech® quality, wind and waterresistant
membrane. Durable surface with light
mesh inner fabric. Many practical pockets.

Lightweight soft shell vest with high functionality.
Three-layer ID Tech® soft shell, wind and water
resistant membrane. Durable surface with light mesh
inner fabric. Many practical pockets. Slightly shaped.

100 % polyester
310 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
GAME

100 % polyester
310 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
GAME

4000 BREATHABLE
MEMBRANE 3-LAYERS

ID® IDENTITY

WINDPROOF
YKK MAIN ZIPPER
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WATER REPELLENT

4000 BREATHABLE
MEMBRANE 3-LAYERS

WINDPROOF
YKK MAIN ZIPPER

WATER REPELLENT
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Grey

Lime

Navy

Black

Blue

NO.

0868
FUNCTIONAL SOFT SHELL JACKET
Functional lightweight soft shell jacket. Three-layer
ID Tech® soft shell quality with breathable,
wind and water resistant membrane. Durable woven
surface with melange coloured knitwear on the inside.
100 % polyester
300-310 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL
4000 BREATHABLE

WINDPROOF

WATER REPELLENT

MEMBRANE 3-LAYERS

Grey

Lime

Navy

Black

Blue

NO.

0869
FUNCTIONAL SOFT SHELL JACKET
Functional lightweight soft shell jacket. Three-layer
ID Tech® soft shell quality with breathable, wind
and water resistant membrane. Durable woven
surface with melange coloured knitwear on the inside.
Slightly shaped.
100 % polyester
300-310 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
4000 BREATHABLE

WINDPROOF

WATER REPELLENT

MEMBRANE 3-LAYERS

OUTERWEAR
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Grey

Red

Navy

Black

Lime

NO.

0872

SOFT SHELL JACKET | CONTRAST
Highly functional soft shell jacket with contrasting zipper. ID
Tech® embroidery on left sleeve. Three-layer quality. Very
durable, stretch, woven fabric. A membrane in the middle
and soft microfleece on the inside. Velcro® closure at wrists.

100 % polyester
320 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
4000 BREATHABLE

WINDPROOF

WATER REPELLENT

MEMBRANE 3-LAYERS

Grey

Red

Navy

Black

Lime

NO.

0873
SOFT SHELL JACKET | CONTRAST
Highly functional soft shell jacket with contrasting zipper. ID
Tech® embroidery on left sleeve. Three-layer quality. Very
durable, stretch, woven fabric. A membrane in the middle
and soft microfleece on the inside. Velcro® closure at wrists.
Slightly shaped.
100 % polyester
320 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
4000 BREATHABLE

WINDPROOF

WATER REPELLENT

MEMBRANE 3-LAYERS

OUTERWEAR
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Red

Orange

Turquoise

Black

Lime

NO.

0875
LIGHTWEIGHT SOFT SHELL JACKET
Functional lightweight soft shell jacket with hood and
smart contrasting details. Three-layer ID Tech® quality
with a knitted surface providing a soft stretch quality.
Smart pockets without seams. Functional membrane
with wind and water resistant qualities. Slimline.
100 % polyester
190 g
XS - S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
4000 BREATHABLE
MEMBRANE 3-LAYERS

WINDPROOF

WATER REPELLENT

ZIPPER WATERPROOF

Red

Orange

Turquoise

Black

Lime

NO.

0876
LIGHTWEIGHT SOFT SHELL JACKET
Functional lightweight soft shell jacket with hood and
smart contrasting details. Three-layer ID Tech® quality
with a knitted surface providing a soft stretch quality.
Smart pockets without seams. Functional membrane
with wind and water resistant qualities. Slightly shaped.
100 % polyester
190 g
XS - S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
4000 BREATHABLE
MEMBRANE 3-LAYERS

ID® IDENTITY

WINDPROOF

WATER REPELLENT

ZIPPER WATERPROOF
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DETAILS

NO.

Removable hood, water resistant zipper
and strong strings offer protection against
wind and weather.

Grey

Orange

Lime

Blue

Navy

Black

0898
WINTER SOFT SHELL JACKET
Functional winter soft shell jacket with water-resistant
zipper. Three-layer ID Tech® quality with warm and
soft lining. Durable and ductile woven quality on
the outside. Functional membrane with wind and
water resistant qualities. Detachable hood.
100 % polyester
190 g
Quilted lining: 135 g for torso and 110 g for sleeves
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
4000 BREATHABLE
MEMBRANE 3-LAYERS

WINDPROOF

WATER REPELLENT

ZIPPER WATERPROOF

Durable woven fabric exterior and a
functional wind and water resistant
membrane.

Grey

Orange

Lime

Blue

Navy

Black

NO.

0899
WINTER SOFT SHELL JACKET
Functional winter soft shell jacket with water-resistant
zipper. Three-layer ID Tech® quality with warm and
soft lining. Durable and ductile woven quality on the
outside. Functional membrane with wind and water
resistant qualities. Detachable hood. Slightly shaped.
100 % polyester
190 g
Quilted lining: 135 g for torso and 110 g for sleeves
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
4000 BREATHABLE
MEMBRANE 3-LAYERS

WINDPROOF

WATER REPELLENT

ZIPPER WATERPROOF

OUTERWEAR
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Navy

Black

NO.

0750
PARKA JACKET
Smart Parka winter jacket made of durable material
with removable hood. Padded, quilted lining keeps the
heat in. The jacket has two large front pockets and an
extra large rear pocket with press stud closure, two chest
pockets with water resistant zippers and two good cross
pockets at the sides. Interior ribbing at the wrist retains
heat and ensures good comfort. Two large inside mesh
pockets and an inside zip pocket.
65 % polyester / 35 % cotton. Lining: 100 % polyester
XS - S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL
WINDPROOF

WATER REPELLENT

Red

Black

Red

NO.

Black

NO.

0768

0769

Strong and highly functional year-round jacket in
ID Tech® quality. Detachable inner jacket and hood.
Outer jacket is breathable, wind and waterproof.
Stonor reflectors and taped seams. Inner jacket of
microfleece.

Strong and highly functional jacket in ID Tech®
quality. Detachable inner jacket and hood. Outer
jacket is breathable, wind and waterproof. Stonor
reflectors and taped seams. Inner jacket in microfleece.
Slightly shaped.

100 % strong Taslan nylon with breathable PU coating /
Inner jacket: 100 % polyester
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL

100 % strong Taslan nylon with breathable PU coating /
Inner jacket: 100 % polyester
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL

3-IN-1 PRACTICAL JACKET

6000 BREATHABLE
TAPED SEAMS

ID® IDENTITY

10000 WATERPROOF

YKK MAIN ZIPPER

COLLECTION 2017

3-IN-1 PRACTICAL JACKET

WINDPROOF

6000 BREATHABLE
TAPED SEAMS

10000 WATERPROOF

YKK MAIN ZIPPER

WINDPROOF
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Orange

Lime

Azure

Navy

Black

NO.

0710
WINDBREAKER
Smart lightweight jacket with contrasting
zipper, edging and cord. Delivered with
small bag for storing the jacket.
Ideal for campaigns, sports and events.
100 % polyester
65 g
XS - S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL

OUTERWEAR
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Black

Black

NO.

NO.

0955

0970

ZIP-OFF TROUSERS

WORKER TROUSERS

Zip-off trousers, may be converted
into shorts. Two cross pockets and
two back pockets. Pocket on leg.

Work trousers in a strong but soft canvas quality.
Dirt repellent Teflon® treatment. Flexible cord at
waist for comfort. YKK zipper.

65 % polyester / 35 % cotton
165 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL

65 % polyester / 35 % cotton
300 g
46 - 48 - 50 - 52 - 54 - 56 - 58

YKK MAIN ZIPPER

YKK MAIN ZIPPER

Black

Black

NO.

0956
ZIP-OFF TROUSERS

NO.

0740

RAINSET | TAPED SEAMS

Women’s zip-off trousers, can be converted
into 3/4-length trousers. Two cross pockets
and two back pockets. Pocket on leg.

Jacket with reflective piping on front and back, hidden
hood in the collar and soft mesh lining on the inside.
Trousers without lining and with Velcro® closure at the foot.

65 % polyester / 35 % cotton
165 g
XS - S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL

100 % nylon with PU coating
95 g
XS - S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL

YKK MAIN ZIPPER

ID® IDENTITY

WINDPROOF
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7000 WATERPROOF

TAPED SEAMS
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TAKE CARE –
AND BE SAFE
AND VISIBLE

REFLECTIVE AND SAFETY CLOTHING
Visibility and comfort are essential for safety and security. We have
therefore put together a collection of reflective and safety clothing
which ensures a high degree of visibility for employees, wherever
they go. A number of our products have also been certified under the
international EN ISO 20471 standard.

REFLECTIVE WEAR

200 | 201

Fluo
rescent
yellow

NO.

Fluorescent
orange

Fluo
rescent
yellow

NO.

1902

1920

VEST | EN 1150

PULLOVER JERSEY

Reflective vest with elastic and
Velcro® closure at the sides.

For sports and leisure. Durable quality.

100 % polyester
S/M - L/XL - 2XL
Approved in accordance with EN 1150 standard

100 % polyester
Senior

Fluo
rescent
yellow

NO.

41902
VEST | EN 1150

Fluo
rescent
orange

Fluo
rescent
yellow

NO.

41920

PULLOVER JERSEY

Reflective vest with elastic and Velcro®
closure at the sides.

For sports and leisure. Durable quality.

100 % polyester
4/6 - 8/10 - 12/14
Approved in accordance with EN 1150 standard

100 % polyester
Mini - Junior

ID® IDENTITY
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Fluorescent
orange

Fluorescent
yellow

NO.

Fluores
cent
orange

Fluorescent
yellow

NO.

1904

1906

SAFETY T-SHIRT | EN 20471

SAFETY POLO SHIRT | EN 20471

Fluorescent T-shirt in comfortable piqué quality.
Contrasting sleeve and neck ribbing.

Fluorescent polo shirt in comfortable piqué quality.
Contrasting sleeve ribbing and collar.

100 % polyester
210 g
XS/S - M/L - XL/2XL - 3XL
Approved in accordance with EN ISO 20471:2013 standard
Please find classification details on our website

100 % polyester
210 g
XS/S - M/L - XL/2XL - 3XL
Approved in accordance with EN ISO 20471:2013 standard
Please find classification details on our website

Fluorescent
orange

Fluorescent
yellow

NO.

Fluorescent
orange

Fluorescent
yellow

NO.

1908

1910

SAFETY SWEATSHIRT | EN 20471

SAFETY CARDIGAN | EN 20471

Fluorescent sweatshirt. Contrasting cuffs,
neck and ribbing.

Fluorescent safety cardigan in soft anti-pilling sweat
quality. Ribbing on sleeves and at the bottom in contrast
colour. Two smart kangaroo pockets. Lightly brushed
inner fabric, soft and isolating. Full-length black Vislon®
quality zipper and black contrast at the neck. Holder for
name tag enclosed.

65 % polyester / 35 % cotton
300 g
XS/S - M/L - XL/2XL - 3XL
Approved in accordance with EN ISO 20471:2013 standard
Please find classification details on our website

100 % polyester
340 g
XS/S - M/L - XL/2XL - 3XL
Approved in accordance with EN ISO 20471:2013 standard
Please find classification details on our website
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ID. DK

Fluorescent
orange

Fluo
rescent
yellow

NO.

1901
WORKER WAISTCOAT | S/S | EN 20471
Fluorescent worker waistcoat with short sleeves and
smart reflex trimming. Holder for name tag enclosed.
100 % polyester
S/M - L/XL - 2XL
Approved in accordance with EN ISO 20471:2013 standard
Please find classification details on our website

Fluorescent
orange

Fluo
rescent
yellow

NO.

Fluo
rescent
yellow

NO.

1900

1915

Fluorescent work vest with Velcro® closure at the
front.

Running vest in a breathable quality
with reflective stripes. Wind and water
repellent at the front. YKK zipper.

100 % polyester
S/M - L/XL - 2XL
Approved in accordance with EN ISO 20471:2013 standard
Please find classification details on our website

100 % polyester
XS/S - M/L - XL/2XL
Approved in accordance with EN 1150

WORKER VEST | EN 20471

RUNNING VEST | EN 1150

YKK MAIN ZIPPER

REFLECTIVE WEAR
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MOVEMENT
LOOKS GOOD

SPORT
Highly comfortable and functional sports clothing is important when
you have to perform. Our products have been designed and developed down to the finest detail, so they can satisfy the requirements of
sports enthusiasts and active people, in any weather conditions.
ID® has a broad range of sports products catering for several sports.
So whether you are active alone or on a team, ID® gives you the best
conditions for performing to your utmost.

SPORT

206 | 207

ID® IDENTITY
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GEYSER
A good run is even more enjoyable when
your clothing has the right fit and the
material is light, breathable and easy to
move in – when you can’t feel you are
wearing it.
That’s what GEYSER is like.

GEYSER
We have specialised in the market’s most exclusive
running clothing, bearing the GEYSER label. This
label has been developed for discerning runners
who are not content with second best, in terms of
equipment or challenges.

SPORT

208 | 209

Black

NO.

G31020

GEYSER LONG TIGHTS
Unisex tights made of elastic moisture transmitting
microfibre quality. Smart flatlock stitching at the sides
with reflective detail for optimal visibility. Small zipped
pocket for keys etc. Zipper opening at the legs. Tight
fitting in highly stretchable material. Lightly brushed
inner fabric makes these tights soft and comfortable to
wear.

68 % nylon / 32 % elastan
240 g
XS - S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
GEYSER
ACTIVE

ID® IDENTITY
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Black

NO.

G31022

GEYSER KNEE TIGHTS
Unisex tights made of elastic moisture transmitting
microfibre quality. Smart flatlock stitching at the sides
with reflective detail for optimal visibility. Small zipped
pocket for keys etc. Tight fitting in highly stretchable
material. Lightly brushed inner fabric makes these tights
soft and comfortable to wear.

68 % nylon / 32 % elastan
240 g
XS - S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
GEYSER
ACTIVE

SPORT
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DETAILS
Smart flatlock stitching at the sides with
reflective detail for optimal visibility.

Black

NO.

G31024

GEYSER SHORT TIGHTS
Unisex tights made of elastic moisture transmitting
microfibre quality. Smart flatlock stitching at the sides
with reflective detail for optimal visibility. Small zipped
pocket for keys etc. Tight fitting in highly stretchable
material. Lightly brushed inner fabric makes these tights
soft and comfortable to wear.

68 % nylon / 32 % elastan
240 g
XS - S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
GEYSER
ACTIVE

SPORT
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GEYSER
When running is a lifestyle and gear
does matter, GEYSER is the answer.
GEYSER is the most exclusive running
clothing on the market - designed for
the discerning runner who never
compromises on shoes or clothing.
Black

NO.

G21022
MAN ACTIVE SHORTS
Ultralight running shorts with side slit,
mesh lining and zipped back pocket.
100 % polyester
75 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL
GEYSER
ACTIVE

Black

NO.

White

NO.

G21029

G31002

Ultralight windproof and water repellent pants
with two zipped pockets and reflectors on the legs.

Anatomically correct running socks in silver
ion-treated polyamid. Right/left knitted.

100 % polyester
75 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL
GEYSER

75 % siltex / 20 % polyamid / 5 % elastane
35-38 / 39-42 / 43-46
GEYSER

MAN ACTIVE WIND PANTS

ACTIVE

ID® IDENTITY

ACTIVE RUNNING SOCKS

ACTIVE
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DETAILS
On the back there is a smart mesh
panel which improves the ventilation.
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Grey
melange

Orange

Navy

Black

NO.

G21066

MAN URBAN S/S T-SHIRT
Short-sleeved T-shirt in thin rapid-drying and moisture
transmitting microfibre material. Smart details at neckline and contrast flatlock stitchings. A smart mesh-panel at the back improves the ventilation. A fitted
T-shirt. Ideal for both indoor and outdoor activities.

100 % polyester
110 g / melange colours 130 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
GEYSER
ACTIVE

Grey
melange

Orange

Navy

Black

NO.

G11O66

WOMAN URBAN S/S T-SHIRT
Short-sleeved T-shirt in thin rapid-drying and moisture
transmitting microfibre material. Smart details at
neckline and contrast flatlock stitchings. A smart meshpanel at the back improves the ventilation. A fitted
T-shirt. Ideal for both indoor and outdoor activities.

100 % polyester
110 g / melange colours 130 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL
GEYSER
ACTIVE

SPORT
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White

Red

Orange

Aqua

Royal blue

Green

Navy

Grey

Grey
melange

Petrol
melange

Orange
melange

Black

NO.

G21002
MAN ACTIVE S/S T-SHIRT
Short-sleeved T-shirt in thin sweat-transporting
microfibre material that keeps the body dry.
The T-shirt is formfitted and tight to the body.
It is suitable for training both indoors and outdoors,
for running, working out, etc.
100 % polyester
110 g / melange colours 130 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
GEYSER
ACTIVE

White

Red

Orange

Aqua

Royal blue

Green

Pink

Navy

Grey

Grey
melange

Petrol
melange

Orange
melange

Black

NO.

G11002

WOMAN ACTIVE S/S T-SHIRT
Short-sleeved T-shirt in thin sweat-transporting
microfibre material keeps the body dry. The T-shirt
is formfitted and tight to the body.

100 % polyester
110 g / melange colours 130 g
XS - S - M - L - XL - 2XL
GEYSER
ACTIVE

ID® IDENTITY
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Navy

Black

NO.

G21068

MAN URBAN L/S T-SHIRT
Long-sleeved T-shirt in thin rapid-drying and moisture
transmitting microfibre material. Smart details at
neckline and contrast flatlock stitchings. A smart meshpanel at the back improves the ventilation. A fitted
T-shirt. Ideal for both indoor and outdoor activities.

100 % polyester
110 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
GEYSER
ACTIVE

Navy

Sort

NO.

G11068

WOMAN URBAN L/S T-SHIRT
Long-sleeved T-shirt in thin rapid-drying and moisture
transmitting microfibre material. Smart details at
neckline and contrast flatlock stitchings. A smart meshpanel at the back improves the ventilation. A fitted
T-shirt. Ideal for both indoor and outdoor activities.

100 % polyester
110 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL
GEYSER
ACTIVE

SPORT
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Grey
melange

Navy

Black

NO.

Grey
melange

Navy

Black

NO.

G21064

G11064

Long-sleeved hooded pullover made of moisture
transmitting interlock fabric. Soft, brushed inner fabric
and light and comfortable material. Smart string
closure at hood. Large front kangaroo pocket. The
pullover is ideal for both sport and leisure.

Long-sleeved hooded pullover made of moisture
transmitting interlock fabric. Soft, brushed inner fabric
and light and comfortable material. Smart string
closure at hood. Large front kangaroo pocket. The
pullover is ideal for both sport and leisure.

100 % polyester
230 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
GEYSER

100 % polyester
230 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL
GEYSER

MAN URBAN HOODIE

WOMAN URBAN HOODIE

ACTIVE

ACTIVE

Aqua

Grey
melange

Black

NO.

Aqua

Grey
melange

Black

NO.

G21050

G11050

Longsleeved and high-necked jersey in sweat
transporting Single Jersey quality. Perfect for the
run on a cold day. The jersey is formfitted and tight
to the body for better freedom of movement.
The jersey has a short zipper at the neck and hole
for the thumbs in the sleeves.

Longsleeved and high-necked jersey in sweat
transporting Single Jersey quality. Perfect for the
run on a cold day. The jersey is formfitted and
tight to the body for better freedom of movement.
The jersey has a short zipper at the neck and
hole for the thumbs in the sleeves.

90 % polyester / 10 % spandex
200 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL
GEYSER

90 % polyester / 10 % spandex
200 g
XS - S - M - L - XL
GEYSER

MAN WARM TRAINER

ACTIVE
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ACTIVE
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Black

NO.

G11052

WOMAN SOFT SHELL RUNNING VEST
Smart soft shell running vest in three-layer fabric
combined with elastic jersey contrast. Many smart
details such as reflective piping and reflective logo.
The vest has one chest pocket and a hidden back
pocket. Slightly shaped.

100 % polyester. Contrast: 95 % polyester / 5 % spandex
S - M - L - XL - 2XL
GEYSER
5000 BREATHABLE
WATER REPELLENT

WINDPROOF
ACTIVE

Black

NO.

G21052

MAN SOFT SHELL RUNNING VEST

Smart soft shell running vest in three-layer fabric
combined with elastic jersey contrast. Many smart
details such as reflective piping and reflective logo.
The vest has one chest pocket and a hidden back pocket.
100 % polyester. Contrast: 95 % polyester / 5 % spandex
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
GEYSER
5000 BREATHABLE
WATER REPELLENT

ID® IDENTITY

WINDPROOF
ACTIVE
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Black

NO.

Black

NO.

G11044

G21041

Ultralight windproof and water repellent running
jacket in thin tight-woven microfibre material.
The jacket has elastic panels in the sides and specially
designed elbows for better comfort. There are reflectors
on both front and back for visibility in the dark
and a small front pocket for key, money, etc.

Ultralight windproof and water repellent running
jacket in thin tight-woven microfibre material.
The jacket has elastic sides and especially designed
elbows for better comfort. There are reflectors on
both front and back for visibility in the dark and
a small front pocket for key, money, etc.

100 % polyester
XS - S - M - L - XL
GEYSER

100 % polyester
S- M - L - XL - 2XL
GEYSER

WOMAN ACTIVE RUNNING JACKET

MAN ACTIVE RUNNING JACKET

ACTIVE

GEYSER
When running is a lifestyle and gear
does matter, GEYSER is the answer.
GEYSER is the most exclusive
running clothing on the market designed for the discerning runner
who never compromises on shoes or
clothing.

ACTIVE

Black

NO.

G21042

MAN ACTIVE RUNNING VEST

Ultralight windproof and water repellent running
vest in thin tight-woven microfibre material.
The vest has elastic sides. There are reflectors on
both front and back for visibility in the dark and
a small front pocket for key, money, etc.
100 % polyester
S - M - L - XL - 2XL
GEYSER
ACTIVE

SPORT
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Orange

Aqua

Black

NO.

G11054

WOMAN COOL DOWN JACKET
Exclusive lightlined jacked in comfortable nylon
quality with contrast in elastic and flexible fabric.
The jacket has many smart details and two side
pockets with reflective band. Slightly shaped.

100 % nylon. Contrast: 95 % polyester / 5 % spandex
S - M - L - XL - 2XL
GEYSER
ACTIVE

Orange

Aqua

Black

NO.

G21054

MAN COOL DOWN JACKET
Exclusive lightlined jacket in comfortable nylon
quality with contrast in elastic and flexible fabric.
The jacket has many smart details and two side
pockets with reflective band.

100 % nylon. Contrast: 95 % polyester / 5 % spandex
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
GEYSER
ACTIVE
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Small side pocket with zipper.
Smart elastic edging on the sleeves.
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White

NO.

G21060

GEYSER WINDSHELL JACKET
Smart lightweight jacket made of transparent ripstop
fabric. Breathable, windproof and water repellent. Fulllength front zipper in contrast colour. Small side pocket
with zipper. Smart elastic edging on sleeves. The jacket
folds to a very compact size. Ideal for cycling or before
and after running.

100 % polyester
40 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
GEYSER
ACTIVE

4000 BREATHABLE

WINDPROOF

WATER REPELLENT

YKK MAIN ZIPPER

White

NO.

G11060

GEYSER WINDSHELL JACKET
Smart lightweight jacket made of transparent ripstop
fabric. Breathable, windproof and water repellent. Fulllength front zipper in contrast colour. Small side pocket
with zipper. Smart elastic edging on sleeves. The jacket
folds to a very compact size. Ideal for cycling or before
and after running.

100 % polyester
40 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL
GEYSER
ACTIVE
WINDPROOF

4000 BREATHABLE

WATER REPELLENT

YKK MAIN ZIPPER

SPORT
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SPORT
ACTIVE
ID® Sport Active is functional running and
training clothing for any weather conditions.
It is a carefully designed fabric with optimal
comfort and excellent freedom of movement.

SPORT
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White

Orange

Cyan

Black

Lime

NO.

2030

YES ACTIVE T-SHIRT
Functional T-shirt with V-neck. Moisture-
transmitting, breathable and quick-drying.
High functionality at a competitive price.

100 % polyester
130 g
XS - S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
YES
QUICK DRY

White

Orange

Cyan

Black

Lime

White

Orange

Cyan

Black

Lime

NO.

2032

42030

YES ACTIVE T-SHIRT

YES ACTIVE T-SHIRT

Functional T-shirt with V-neck. Moisturetransmitting, breathable and quick drying.
High functionality at a competitive price.
Slightly shaped.

Children’s functional T-shirt with V-neck.
Moisture-transmitting, breathable and quick-drying.
High functionality at the very best price.

100 % polyester
130 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
YES

100 % polyester
130 g
4/6 - 8/10 - 12/14
YES

QUICK DRY
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White

Grey

Red

Cyan

Azure

Black

Lime

NO.

Lime

White

Grey

Red

Cyan

Azure

Black

NO.

0570

0571

Functional T-shirt in ID Tech® quality.
Permanently moisture-transmitting, breathable
and quick-drying. Slimline.

Functional T-shirt in ID Tech® quality.
Permanently moisture-transmitting, breathable
and quick-drying. Slightly shaped.

100 % polyester
130 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL - 4XL - 5XL
4XL + 5XL only in black
GAME Active

100 % polyester
130 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
GAME Active

GAME ACTIVE T-SHIRT

GAME ACTIVE T-SHIRT

QUICK DRY+

QUICK DRY+

White

Fluorescent yellow

Lime

Purple

Cyan

Black

NO.

White

Pink

Fluorescent yellow

Purple

Cyan

Black

Lime

NO.

0580

0581

Functional T-shirt with smart contrast flatlock
stitching. ID Tech® interlock quality. Permanently
moisture-transmitting, breathable and quick-drying.
Slimline.

Functional T-shirt with smart contrast flatlock
stitching. ID Tech® interlock quality. Permanently
moisture-transmitting, breathable and quick-drying.
Slightly shaped.

100 % polyester
130 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
GAME Active

100 % polyester
130 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
GAME Active

GAME ACTIVE T-SHIRT | FLATLOCK

QUICK DRY+

GAME ACTIVE T-SHIRT | FLATLOCK

QUICK DRY+

SPORT
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Red

Orange

Azure

Black

Lime

NO.

0585
GAME ACTIVE T-SHIRT | MESH
Functional T-shirt in ID Tech® quality.
Smart contrasting details at the sides and extra
breathable quality at the sides and on the back.
Permanently moisture-transmitting, breathable
and quick-drying. Slightly shaped.
100 % polyester
Single jersey: 120 g/mesh: 145 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
GAME Active
QUICK DRY+

Red

Orange

Azure

Black

Lime

NO.

0584

GAME ACTIVE T-SHIRT | MESH

Functional T-shirt in ID Tech® quality.
Smart contrasting details at the sides and extra
breathable quality at the sides and on the back.
Permanently moisture-transmitting, breathable
and quick-drying. Slimline.
100 % polyester
Single jersey: 120 g/mesh: 145 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
GAME Active
QUICK DRY+
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Red

Turquoise

Black

NO.

Black

NO.

1600

1604

T-shirt for sports and leasure. Smart model with
raglan sleeve. White contrast on V-neck and piping.
ID Tech® interlock quality. Permanently moisture-
transmitting, breathable and quick-drying.

Shorts for sports and leisure. Model with net
lining und two side pockets. White contrast piping.
ID Tech® interlock quality. Permanently moisture-
transmitting, breathable and quick-drying.

100 % polyester
150 g
XS - S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
GAME Active

100 % polyester
150 g
XS - S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
GAME Active

TEAM SPORT T-SHIRT

TEAM SPORT SHORTS

QUICK DRY+

QUICK DRY+

Black

NO.

0404

SPORTS AND CLUB SHORTS
Breathable sports and club shorts with mesh lining.
Cord and elastic at waist. Two side pockets. Smart
reflective piping on back.

100 % polyester / Lining: 100 % polyester
150 g
XS - S - M - L - XL - 2XL
GAME Active

SPORT
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White

Red

Lime

Turquoise

Navy

Black

NO.

0596

ID TECH® POLO SHIRT

Functional polo shirt in ID Tech® stretch quality.
Permanently moisture-transmitting, breathable and
quick-drying. Stretch for optimum comfort.
90 % polyester / 10 % elastane
220 g
S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
QUICK DRY+
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TAKE ID® WITH
YOU ANYWHERE

BAGS
We make sure to complete the look, whether it is a briefcase, trolley or
computer bag for the busy businessperson, or a practical sports bag for
the sportsperson. Our range of bags focuses on practical details, and
you can choose from several attractive colour combinations.

BAGS

244 | 245

ID. DK

Grey

Orange

Black

NO.

1832
TOILET BAG
Smart toilet bag in water resistant and
durable material. Solid and roomy model.
Strong and durable zipper.
500D PVC Tarpuilin. Bottom: 100 % polyester 600D PVC
23,5 x 12,5 cm
2,5 L

Grey

Grey

Orange

Orange

Black

Black

NO.

NO.

1834

1836

High quality duffle bag. Extremely water resistant
and very durable. A very strong and roomy bag
designed for rough use. The bag has two detachable
shoulder straps and plastic pocket for name tag.
Strong and durable zippers.

High quality duffle travel bag. Extremely waterresistant
and very durable. A very strong and
roomy bag designed for rough use. The bag has
two detachable shoulder straps and plastic pocket
for name tag. Strong and durable zippers.

500D PVC Tarpuilin. Bottom: 100 % polyester 600D PVC
42 x 30 x 24 cm
30 L

500D PVC Tarpuilin. Bottom: 100 % polyester 600D PVC
58 x 34 x 28 cm
50 L

SMALL DUFFLE BAG
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Red

Lime

Royal blue

Black

NO.

1800
SPORTS BAG
Large main compartment. Detachable shoulder
strap with metal buckle. Two large side compartments,
one with shoe bag. Large pocket with zipper at the
front. Includes bottom panel. SBS zippers.
600D x 600D polyester
Bottom: 1680D polyester
One size
60 x 26 x 28 cm / 40 L

Black

NO.

1801
SMALL SPORTS BAG
Large main compartment. Detachable shoulder
strap with metal buckle. Two side compartments,
one with shoe bag. Pocket with zipper at the front.
Includes bottom panel. SBS zippers.
600D x 600D polyester
Bottom: 1680D polyester
One size
48 x 20 x 24 cm / 20 L

BAGS
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Red

Fluorescent yellow

Lime

Royal blue

Black

NO.

1850
GYM BAG | BACK PACK
Lightweight bag in a good quality
with extra seams. Extra reinforcements
in the corners. Strong cotton cord.
210D polyester
One size
44 x 33 cm

Light grey

Red

Grey

Lime

Blue

Royal blue

Black

Black

NO.

NO.

1864

1810

EXECUTIVE LAPTOP BACKPACK

BACK PACK

Smart backpack in exclusive quality with many
details. Extra padding on the back for better comfort.
Padded compartment for laptop. Two-pocket
compartment in size A4. Practical compartment
for mobile phone, keys, pens, etc. SBS zippers.

Large main compartment with extra pocket.
Front compartment with many practical pockets.
Two side pockets, one with zipper. Smart pocket
at the top. Strong padded back and shoulder strap.
Comfortable rubber handle. SBS zippers.

1000D polyester
45 x 35 x 16 cm
One size

600D x 600D polyester
Bottom: 1680D polyester
One size
48 x 29 x 14 cm
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Grey

Red

NO.

1868
SHOPPING AND WEEKEND BAG
Smart bag with one large compartment
and six smaller pockets. An all-purpose
bag, ideal for a weekend trip. The bag has
a front pocket, and both a handle and a
shoulder strap. SBS zipper at the top.
1000D polyester
One size
48 x 35 x 19 cm / 30 L
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Black

NO.

1802

BIG SPORTS BAG | TROLLEY
Spacious headroom. High-quality trolley.
Wheel and metal handle, two side pockets and
one front pocket. Incl. bottom plate. SBS zipper.

600D x 600D polyester
Bottom: 1680D polyester
One size
70 x 35 x 31 cm / 70 L

Black

NO.

1869
TRAVEL BAG
Smart, exclusive travel bag. The bag has one
front pocket with zipper. Handle and detachable
shoulder strap included. Large inner pocket
with zipper. SBS zippers.
1000D polyester
One size
51 x 25 x 36 cm / 42 L

BAGS
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Black

NO.

1815
LAPTOP BAG | BRIEFCASE
Large main compartment with lined pocket for
a laptop (max 15“) and an extra pocket. Front pocket
with zipper. Many details inside and practical pockets.
Velcro® closure. Detachable shoulder strap with metal
buckle. Padded handle for a comfortable grip.
SBS zippers.
600D x 600D polyester
Bottom: 1680D polyester
32 x 40 x 14 cm

Black

NO.

1866
EXECUTIVE LAPTOP BAG
Smart shoulder briefcase with separate
compartment for laptop. Padded shoulder strap.
Practical pockets with zippers. SBS zippers.
1000D polyester
39 x 31 x 10 cm
Reflective piping
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Light grey

Lime

Royal blue

Off-white

Black

Black

NO.

NO.

1510

1840
SHOPPING | BEACH BAG

COTTON BAG

Smart bag for endless purposes. Wide gusset at
the bottom provides a very roomy bag. The bag
has a zipper at the top. Inside pocket with zipper.
Extra long handles, allowing it to be used as a
shoulder bag. SBS zippers.

Cotton shopping bag. Extra long handles,
allowing it to be used as a shoulder bag.
Reinforcements at the handles.

600D x 600D polyester
Bottom: 1680D polyester
One size
36 x 38 cm / bottom: 38 x 17 cm

100 % cotton
300 g
One size
42 x 38 x 12 cm

Red

NO.

Black

Black

NO.

1845

1880

ACCOUNTANT’S BAG

SHOPPING BASKET

Classic accountant’s bag with reinforcements
at the handles. Front pocket with Velcro® closure.

Folding shopping basket with aluminium frame.
Smart design - easy to unfold. Inside pocket with
zipper and plastic hook for keys, etc. SBS zipper.

600Dx600D polyester
42 x 38 x 16 cm / pocket: 19 x 36 cm
One size
GAME

600D x 600D polyester
One size
46 x 28 cm / height: 24 cm

BAGS
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IT’S NOT JUST
ABOUT CLOTHES

ACCESSORIES
Our broad range of accessories covers everything from beanies and
gloves to plaids and towels. We have a wealth of ideas for company
and employee gifts – all with the option of prints and appliqués. There
is also a range of aprons for the café or restaurant, which provide a
stylish solution for waiters, bartenders or baristas.

ACCESSORIES
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NO.

NO.

0066

0068

MODERN CAP | FLAT SHADE

STRETCH CAP

Modern cap in woolen quality with flat shade.
Closed at the back. Choose between two sizes.

Smart baseball cap in elastic fabric
with a perfect fit. Closed at the back.

85 % polyester / 15 % wool
Junior (57 cm) / Senior (59 cm)

97 % cotton / 3 % elastane
58 cm
One size

Grey
melange

Navy

Black

Red

NO.

Navy

Black

NO.

0052

0054

GOLF CAP

TWILL CAP

Cap in cotton twill with adjustable
Velcro® closure. No seamen on front.

Cap in brushed cotton twill. Adjustable
Velcro® closure. No seamen on front.

100 % cotton twill
One size

100 % cotton twill
One size

White

Sand

Turquoise Royal blue
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NO.

NO.

NO.

0036

0038

0042

STRETCH HAT

STRETCH BUFF

KNITTED HAT

Warm and slimline hat made of
elastic material. Contrast flatlock
stitchings. Designed for use under
hood or helmet.

Warm and elastic buff in
comfortable soft fabric.

Simple and classic knitted hat.

57 % cotton / 38 % polyester / 5 % elastane
230 g
One size

57 % cotton / 38 % polyester / 5 % elastane
230 g
One size

100 % acrylic
One size

Black

Black

NO.

NO.

0044

Grey

Fluorescent
orange

Fluo
rescent
yellow

Blue

Black

NO.

0046

0048

KNITTED HAT

STRIPED HAT

KNITTED HAT - LADIES

Knitted hat with fleece headband
inside. With Thinsulate™ lining.

Striped knitted hat.

Smart plain coloured hat

50 % wool / 50 % acrylic
One size

50 % wool / 50 % acrylic
One size

Red/Navy Black/Blue Black/Grey

Grey

50 % wool / 50 % acrylic
One size

Off-white

Grey

Red

Black

Red

Blue

Black

ACCESSORIES
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Black

NO.

Black

NO.

Black

NO.

0020

0021

GOATSKIN GLOVES

BUCKSKIN GLOVES

Classic men’s model with soft
lining.

Classic men’s model with
soft lining and adjustable
strap across wrist.

Classic women’s model
with knitted lining.

Goatskin. Lining: 100 % polyester
S/M - L/XL

Buckskin. Lining: 100 % polyester
S/M - L/XL

Goatskin. Lining: 100 % polyester
S/M - L/XL

Navy

Black

NO.

Charcoal

0025
GOATSKIN GLOVES

Charcoal

Black

Black

NO.

0160

NO.

0162

0164

BUSINESS SOCK

SPORTS SOCK

WORKER SOCK

Classic business sock. Durable
and comfortable with stretch.

Sports sock designed
for perfect fit and comfort.
Quick-drying Coolmax® quality.
Reinforced heel, sole and toe.

Comfortable and durable work
sock. Quick-drying Coolmax®
quality which leads moisture away
from the foot. Extra strong heel,
sole and toe.

80 % cotton / 18 % polyamide /
2 % elastane
40/46

42 % polyamide / 22 % Coolmax® /
22 % cotton / 14 % elastane
40/44 - 44/47

38 % Coolmax® / 38 % cotton /
13 % elastane / 11 % polyester
40/44 - 44/47

QUICK DRY

ID® IDENTITY
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QUICK DRY
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White
White

Grey

Navy

Black

NO.

0010
TOWEL 50 X 100

Grey

Lime

Turquoise

Azure

Navy

Black

NO.

0011
BATH TOWEL 70 X 140

Red

Black

NO.

0078

FLEECE PONCHO

Luxurious towel in soft
terry quality.

Luxurious bath towel in soft
terry quality.

Fleece poncho in anti-pilling
quality with contrasting stitches at
the edges.

100 % cotton
450 g
One size
50 x 100 cm

100 % cotton
450 g
One size
70 x 140 cm

100 % polyester
280 g
One size
150 x 120 cm

NO.

NO.

NO.

0077

0076

BONDED FLEECE PLAID |
TWO-COLOUR

Fleece plaid in anti-pilling quality.

Two-coloured luxurious fleece
plaid in very thick and warm
double anti-pilling quality.
100 % polyester
380 g
One size
140 x 160 cm

Black/Grey Black/Red

FLEECE PLAID
100 % polyester
200 g
One size
140 x 160 cm

Off-white

Grey

Red

Lime

Azure

Black

0075

FLEECE PLAID | CUSHION
Fleece plaid in anti-pilling quality.
Comes in a smart bag which can
be used as a cushion. One side of
the bag is water repellent.

100 % polyester
260 g
One size
140 x 160 cm

Black

ACCESSORIES
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ULTRA-MODERN WAREHOUSE
FACILITIES AND PROFESSIONAL
LOGISTICS
If you need an external warehouse, backed by a professional logistics
organisation, we have the answer. Our team of experienced logistics
and warehouse employees use the latest technology. If you order specially
produced products from us, you can choose to leave them in our warehouse
until you need them. We can also offer you warehouse space for products
not produced by ID®.
Read more about our warehousing services at www.id.dk

Grey

Red

Mocca

Black

NO.

Black

NO.

0073

0074

APRON

SERVING APRON

Apron with adjustable strap and pocket on the front.

Serving apron with roomy pocket at thigh.

65 % polyester / 35 % cotton
260 g
90 x 70 cm

65 % polyester / 35 % cotton
250 g
80 x 110 cm

ACCESSORIES
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WHAT DO THE ICONS MEAN?
BREATHABLE

Breathability is measured
in MVP (Moisture Vapour
Permeability). MVP specifies how much moisture in
grams can be transported
out per square metre per 24
hours. The higher the value,
the better the comfort.

2000 BREATHABLE

2000 MVP

3000 BREATHABLE

3000 MVP

4000 BREATHABLE

4000 MVP

5000 BREATHABLE

5000 MVP

7000 BREATHABLE

7000 MVP

8000 BREATHABLE

8000 MVP

WINDPROOF

Windproof material

WATER REPELLENT

Water repellent product
made of waterproof or
water resistant material,
without waterproof seams.

WATER PROOF

Waterproof product with
waterproof seams. The
waterproof level is measured as the water column
pressure in milimetres, and
expresses how much water
pressure a fabric can withstand before water presses
through it.

3000 WATERPROOF

3000 mm water column
pressure

5000 WATERPROOF

5000 mm water column
pressure

6000 WATERPROOF

6000 mm water column
pressure

10000 WATERPROOF

10000 mm water column
pressure

MEMBRANE 3-LAYERS

TAPED SEAMS

ID® IDENTITY

Breathable, wind and water
resistant three-layer membrane.
Taped seams for maximum
protection against wind and
rain.

COLLECTION 2017

ISO 15797

ISO 15797 is an international standard for evaluating
a product’s suitability for
industrial washing. The
tests are carried out in close
cooperation with external
experts.

QUICK DRY+

Permanent moisture transmitting, breathable and
quick-drying material.

QUICK DRY

Moisture transmitting,
breathable and quick-drying
material.

YKK MAIN ZIPPER

Quality zipper from YKK

ZIPPER WATERPROOF

Waterproof zipper

ACTIVE

The product for active leisure or sport
Ladies’ model
Unisex
Tight fitting model
Loose fitting model
Regular model
OEKO-TEX® ensures that
the product complies with
the limit values for levels of
harmful substances.
The product is designed for
an active lifestyle, and has
a good fit offering optimal
freedom of movement. ID
Tech® products are clothing
with excellent functional
qualities (breathable, wind
and water resistant and
moisture transmitting).
PRO wear has been developed for professional use. It
can withstand daily washing
at high temperatures. The
series fulfills requirements
of strength, colour-fastness
and fit.

Back to index

SIZES AND MEASUREMENTS
FIND THE RIGHT SIZE – PURE AND SIMPLE
With the measurement guide from ID® you will find the right size
straight from the beginning. The measurement guide is the essence
of various standard measuring methods, and smaller variations in
the sizes might occur. All measurements are in centimeters.
ID® measurement chart and size specifications depend on correct
washing and drying of the product.
LADIES
A Chest measurement
	Chest width is to be measured
horisontically at the widest point
B Waist measurement
	Waist width is to be measured
horisontically at the slimmest point

A
A

C Hip measurement
	Hip width is to be measured horisontically at the
widest point

B

B

D

D

C

D Height
MEN and UNISEX
A 	Chest measurement
Chest width is to be measured
horisontically at the widest point
B	Waist measurement
Waist width is to be measured at waistband
D Height

LADIES
Standard

XS

S

M

L

XL

2XL

3XL

A

Chest measurement

80

86

92

100

108

116

124

B

Waist measurement

64

69

74

80

86

92

98

C

Hip measurement

90

95

100

106

112

118

124

D

Height

166

167

168

169

170

171

172

MEN AND UNISEX
Standard

XS

Shirts

S

M

L

XL

2XL

3XL

37/38

39/40

41/42

43/44

45/46

47/48

A

Chest measurement

84

90

96

104

112

120

128

B

Hip measurement

75

80

85

91

97

103

109

D

Height

178

179

180

181

182

183

184
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